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Editorial 

On page three of last term's 'Shirburnian' there appeared a comic strip with two characters: one 
from the school, the other an 'outsider '. The dialogue runs as follows: 

'There's nothing to do in this school.' 
'Girls' School?' 
'We're banned.' 
'Boozer?' 
'Banned! ' 
'Flicks?' 
'Banned! ... Uke I said, there's nothing to do in this school.' 

In the last frame, the two characters stare blankly out of the page - so the cartoonist satirises the 
dull attitude, or excuse, which is expressed so often without any real thought. 

What the dialogue implies is that the restrictions in this school on the everyday activities of the 
adolescent are harsh and so prevent the pupils from leading the life which their peers outside the 
school walls are leading. It is true that without the three bannings spoken of in the strip our lives 
would be more similar to those of our peers not at Sherbome School, but to say that 'there's nothing 
to do in this school' is to say something which is simply not true. On occasion, the pressure of time is 
felt not because of indolence, but because of the other extreme: there are so many opportunities 
provided in the school to expend more than enough energy, both intellectual and physical. It is not 
necessary to list the societies, the sports. the artistic life and other activities in which it is easy to 
become a participant; and J'd better end this sentence in case 1 start sounding too much like an 
update of the School's prospectus. It is up to the individual to get involved where he wants to and to 
strike the balance between work and leisure. 

There is nothing wrong with relaxing with a pint of beer, or with settling in front of the television 
from time to time, nor is there anything wrong with seeking, or devoting time to a girlfriend. 
However, if wine, women and song ('flicks' in our modern-day case) are all that you are interested in, 
then you are wasting a lot of opportunities to exploit, opportunities which may never come again 
so easily once you have left school or Further Education, if they come at all. You are also wasting 
some opportunities which, for various reasons, our peers at other schools do not have. The choice to 
exploit is (or should be) in the hands of the individual - it should not be made for him by any 
pressure from powers in the school's hierarchy or by a general mood in his year. Whatever choice he 
makes, however, he cannot complain of a lack of things to do. In the cartoon, the outsider may have 
that freedom which is lacking at Sherborne School, but he may not have the chances of trying new 
skills or of expanding old talents. 

The problem with Sherborne School is not that there is 'nothing to do', but that too often people 
who are enthusiastic about something in their lives at school are discouraged by those people sucked 
into the mass-hysteria over the 'Image' - the expression of individuality and rebellion by going out 
with a clique (and there are many) of 'the lads' and getting drunk because (so they claim) they 
'enjoy' it. Enjoy the odd drink - fine. Enjoy a smoke - fine (I'm condoning neither the breaking 
nor the enforcement of the school rules here), but when these actions become necessary to keep 'in' 
with a group of friends who would reject you if you did not 'rebel' or indulge in the 'thrill of breaking 
the rules', then be very careful. Your real interests will be subordinated to the rebellious 'Image', 
which is very difficult to break out of if your attachment to your reputation is as strong as the forces 
which puUed you in in the first place. rn order to maintain a spirit of independence (collective - not 
individual, however far the illusion goes) and a spirit of rebellion, these people discourage those who 
get involved with most school-run activities (the main sports usually being the exceptions) , especially 
those which involve a small minority or those which require highly serious participation (like the 
C.C.F .) for any success. The discouragement usually takes the form of labelling the participants: 
'vegetable' is a mis.applied term and too often heard. Most upsetting of all, however, is the 'don't 
be so keen' taunt. 
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Not all people who smoke and drink 'underground' are doing it 'for the image', but those who do 
tend to be those who discourage participation and it is they (!) who will use, for their debauchery, 
the excuse that 'there's nothing to do in this school'. 

There is plenty to do in this school, so it is easy to be a true individual within the system, while 
at the same time we are given a breath of collective effort - especially in sports. The rules about 
dress, pubs, girls and so on are restrictive, yes, but good reasons have been cited for their upkeep as 
well as for their repeal. At times it is necessary to object to restrictions, for without objections, how 
will there be progression? No one is programmed to obey or to be fundamentally the same as another, 
so there is bound to be reaction against rules ... but is the best way to object to get intoxicated and 
to discourage those who wish to lead their lives within the bounds of the establishment? ... I don't 
think so. 

Name 

J.B. W. Cowling 
N.E.Farr 
E. du P. Field 
J. R. Howells 
D. R . Long 
J .C. W. Pearce 
A. R. Ward 
W. G. Westwater 

Name 

H. T. Baker 
M. H. Bradshaw 
M. W. F.Down 
J. R. Everard 
A. R. Jackson 
0. J. Kelly 
S. P. Martin 
S. B. Nicholson 
M. C. Robertson 
P. J. Webster 
R. G. Wilson 
P. J . Woodburn 

Oxbridge Results 1985 

Oxford 

College 

New College 
Worcester 
Merton 
The Queen's College 
Brase nose 
St. Catherine's 
Lady Margaret Hall 
Exeter 

College 

Pembroke 
Pembroke 
Girton 

Cambridge 

Gonville and Caius 
Magdalene 
Trinity 
St. John's 
Jesus 
Christ's 
Clare 
Jesus 
Pembroke 
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University Course 

Biochemistry 

M. Rapport 

History and Modern Languages 
History 
Litterae Humaniores 
Engineering 
Human Sciences 
PPP 
History 

University Course 

Engineering 
History 
Medicine 
English 
Architecture 
Engineering 
Geography 
Natural Sciences 
Philosophy 
Natural Sciences 
Architecture 
Natural Sciences 



ln Search of the Lost Mountain 

Selected extracts from The Diary of a Mountaineer, a personal account kept by S. Marsh on the 
summer '84 Travel Grant trip undertaken by the writer, J. Fussell and S. Nicholson. 

Friday, 26th July 
(The writer and his companions have camped at a campsite at Cauterets in the Pyrenees, and have 

struck out to climb Sown des Au/Mres, 2168m, 7200 ft.). 
Spent ages walking through the forested lower slopes, which were all we could see of the mountain 

from the town. We lost the path when we came into the open because of the clinging low cloud. We 
seemed to be walking for hours in that silent white world. The rasping sound of our breathing was all 
we could hear, with the occasional onrushing whooshing sound as another cloud bank passed us. At 
last the cloud cleared momentarily, revealing us to be only 30 yards from the Col du Llsey, from 
where we quickly made it to the top. The view from the summit was incredible. We seemed to be 
floating on an intangible grey sea, which, every few minutes , would wash over us, blinding our view 
and clinging to us like a plague of miniscule silver leeches, high.lighting every hair on our arms in a 
frozen, incandescent glory. As the clouds fell away again, we could see all the other peaks, mostly to 
the west of us, raising their majestic heads through their fleecy collars to bask in the golden silence, 
unseen and unimagined from the valleys. We came off the peak to the north, trying to find a path 
which only seemed to exist on paper, and ending up slipping down a near vertical grass slope. Even· 
tually we made it back to Cau terets. 

Saturday, 27th July 
Began our assault on Mt. Ne (2724 m, 9100 ft.) at 10 a.m. Had to hack our way through virgin 

rainforest, providing the prime target for every maliciously-minded flying insect in the Pyrenees. 
Steve was map reading so we lost the path quite early again ... 

. . . Were led up waterlogged re-entrants and through a wood on a 90 degree slope, with only wild 
strawberries to maintain our sanity! Found the path again due to a skilful piece of guesswork on my 
part. Carried on plodding up and up and up and up: Mt. Ne is quite high! Near the summit we met 
three elderly walkers who told us that it would take us 45 minutes to get up to the top - il took us 
under 20 minutes. Conquered Mt. Ne at 3 p.m. Stayed there having lunch, staring at our unshod feet. 
taking photos and throwing rocks into a neighbouring abyss until 4.20 p.m. The initial descent was a 
bit worrying, due partly to Fus causing avalanches on the scree slope above me. When we came to a 
strip of snow, we could not resist the temptation and sledged down on our cagoules. The strip was 
only 100 m long so we had to climb back up to the top for a second go. 

Sunday, 28th July 
(They have set off for the Wal/on hut further up the valley from Cauterets.) 
The valley looked just like I would imagine the Canadian wilderness to look: steep, rocky.sided 

valley sides, festooned in precariously clinging pine trees. It 's really beautiful: it's a shame we're 
taking the walk so seriously, or else I could just sit down and really appreciate the aesthetics! Made it 
to the Wallon chalet hotel (which incidentally looks more Like a disused barn) by midday and celebrated 
with a plastic bottle of 'el vino calapso'. The red wine was so rough we got another bottle for this 
evening. Put up the tent and had lunch, after which we tried to sunbathe. I gave up after several 
squadrons of flies mistook me for a landing strip and half a dozen battalions of ants went on 
manoeuvres. I half climbed Pie de L'Affron, mainly so I could see the route ahead for tomorrow. 
When I returned, Steve tried to persuade Fus and me to overcome our apathy and do something. We 
eventually agreed to do a four hour walk suggested in our guide book, visiting Lac Nere, Lac de 
Pourtet and Lacs de L'Embarrat. 
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Monday, 29th July 
(The writer's medial tendon had been strained and he had to cross several scree slopes with it, 

crossing and recrossing the Franco-Spanish border.) 
As we went over the saddle, we were at 2734 m, 9100 ft., our highest ever: that seemed pretty 

stupid, being at our highest ever when we were on the lowest point of the saddle, with peaks on both 
sides of us. Saw the East face glaciers of Mt. VignemaJe , but we did not see them moving as 
Dr. Tommis had warned us in our travel grant interview! We camped about I 00 m below the Bay
sellance hut (2615 m, 8800 ft.). 

During supper we got a magnificent view of the sunset on the top of the Cirque de Gavarnie, 
8 or 9 miles away, looking like the vast golden ramparts of a lost mountain city. Even as we watched, 
banks of cloud rose up within the Cirque itself, bubbling and fuming like a witch 's brew. The spec
tacle was soon smothered as cloud nearer at hand crept up the valleys, hugging the ground like a 
slinking nocturnal reptile, gliding over the dark chilly ground, so recently vacated by the last rays of 
sunset. For several minutes the cloud hung only metres away, on the lower ground surrounding us, as 
if amassing forces, and plucking up courage to take this one last spot still holding out against the 
pressing white uncertainty. We found ourselves staring into the cloud with a superstitious awe, almost 
expecting something to emerge from the veiled opaque depths. As the cloud finally swept over us, 
we went in to the tent to avoid the first few drops of rain. 

This will be my highest , windiest (and probably most miserable) campsite ever .. so far! 

(He was right: the night was sleepless, with lightning, hail and rain, which created a 'quagmire ' 
and trickling streams in the tent. The next day, 30th July, the team descended into Gavarnie, where 
they camped for the two nights between 30th July and 1st August. On Jst August, they climbed 
Mt. Pim~ne - 2801 m, 9300 ft. - from which they were hoping to see Mt. Perdido, their 'ultimate 
aim'. That same day, they 'commandeered' a ruin to sleep in, in the Cirque de Gavamie.) 

After supper we went for a walk in the Cirque to see how far away La Grande Cascade was, but 
like a receding hairline, the nearer we got the further it regressed. We had to cross a couple of streams 
which had undercut the mud and snow they flowed under, leaving incredible overhangs, most of 
which suprisingly supported our weight. We gave up going to Lhe far wall of the Cirque as it slowly 
got darker and darker. On the way back to the hut, some of the cloud, which had been sitting on the 
lower lip of the Cirque. cleared, revealing the upper two levels of rock basin around Pie de la Cascade 
and La Tour, which were still lit by the sun. The golden walls of stone, separated from us by a ceiling 
of cumilating cloud, seemed like a Shakespearian stage representation of heaven as seen from the 
world below. From the dark Cirque floor, gloomily cast in its natural twilight shadow, intensified 
by the circular confines of the surrounding cliffs, one could only look up at the spotlit upper balconies 
from the main stage below, and wonder how this nirvana could be reached. We will be trying to 
attain those glorious heights tomorrow, not through any spiritual uplifiting, but through good old 
fashioned footslogging! 

Friday, 2nd August 
(They have struck camp and are headed for the Br~che de Roland, across the Cirque.) 
The crossing of the Cirque seemed worse than the actual climbing to follow as the way was so 

broken. There was no path up the Cirque, just a route for which more climbing than walking was 
required. At the first difficult point we caught up with a group having a rest. Another couple then 
caught us up and joined the bottleneck, with everyone waiting to see how anyone else would tackle 
the obstacle. We eventually went up first, to show how it should be done; it was only scrambling that 
was involved and that made a pleasant change from walking. After that obstacle, we had a rest (we 
were having to have rests every 20 minutes because of the steep uphill) and were overtaken by the 
other two groups, both of which waited at the next difficult bit for our direction! Some of the legs 
were really strenuous and it took aJI our effort to keep going for the full 20 minutes. The sun rose 
mercilessly in a cloudless sky over the eastern wall of the Cirque, making us feel like ants caught on 
a spotlit vertical wall with nowhere to hide from the barbecuing heat. Our shirts became sodden with 
sweat and consequently stuck to our bodies like wetsuits. helping to rub deep sore patches on our 
shoulders. 
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(They climbed up a glacier and crossed a snowfield to reach the Br~che, camping at a height of just 
under 10,000 feet. They then climbed le Taillon, 3144 m, 10,500 ft. That evening was one of mental 
preparation for their assault on their final, most awaited peak - Mount Perdido.) 

Prayed for good weather, not just because we're sleeping out in the open, but because we really 
need good weather to do Mt. Perdido (alias Mt. Perdu - the Lost Mountain) tomorrow, and we have 
not got the food or the shelter to wait a day. It was a very clear, starlit night - surely a good omen?! 

Saturday, 3rd August 
(After a cold night, the team had to lose 500 m of climb and then climb another 1000 m to climb 

up to the summit of Mt. Perdido.) 
We made it to the refuge hut in 1hour20 minutes and then began the 1000 m ascent to the third 

highest peak in the Pyrenees. The going was very steady, although once or twice we relapsed into 
proper climbing to get past an obstacle. On the lower slopes of the mountain I let myself become 
hypnotised by the perpetual flowing motion of the feet of the person in front of me. We had to 
cross several patches of snow, but paths had been well marked with the passage of innumerable feet 
since the last snowfall, so they presented no problem. Over some of the boulder fields, there seemed 
to be cairns all over the place: it seemed more like an orienteering course, with us trying to visit as 
many cairns as possible - unfortunately we left a few out. 

We eventually reached a small tarn overshadowed by the peak of Cylindro, where we rested before 
tackling one of Perdido's smaller glaciers; we soon decided to go up the rock instead. We then had to 
climb 100 m over a very loose scree-slope, which led to a saddle, only separated from the peak by 
more snow. Reached the summit at 12.14 p.m. with the words 'Got the ba***rd'; we'd found the 
Lost Mountain (3355 m, (J 1000 ft.)! 

We had lunch, looking over the panoramic views of Spain, which seemed so flat in comparison 
with France. We left the summit at 1.30 p.m. The glacier provided an ideal 'cagoule run', which 
hastened our progress back down to the tarn. 

(They returned to the Br~che de Roland via glaciers and snowfields. At one stage, the writer had 
to climb into a crevasse and retrieve a dropped ice-axe . .. not his, but that of one of his companions. 
As they hardly ever dropped below 10,000 feet, the mountains laid out spectacular views for them.) 

At one point we came to the edge of the Cirque and had an incredible view down into the world's 
largest sugar bowl and of Gavarnie 5000 ft. below us - it's quite an experience looking down a 
vertical mile! 

(The return to Gavamie was helped by successful hitch-hiking once a road was reached at the Port 
de Gavamie. They booked at the same campsite at Gavamie as be[ ore.) 

Everyone on the campsite seemed to be waiting to have a shower, so Fus and I went into Gavarnie 
to kill time and find something to eat. Typical of the French - Saturday evening and everything was 
shut. We found a snack-kiosk so bought a 3F 50 crepe each which satisfied our hunger about as much 
as a matchstick would satisfy a raging forest fue. Eventually got a shower when I got back - first 
time l 've washed for 72 hours - it feels as though a part of me has been taken away! 

That marked the end of our Pyrenees expedition, although Fus and I did not go straight to 
England, but instead spent the rest of our remaining money relaxing on a rainy, wind-swept Breton 
beach. 

r count the trip among my great achievements in life, and would like to take this opportunity to 
thank the school for the Travel Grant which made everything possible, a11d to encourage all you 
potential Travel Grantees out there to make use of this valuable opportunity and plan a worthwhile 
trip . 

S. J. Marsh 
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Fifty Years On 
Sherbome in the 1930's - Jn Retrospect 

Bill Caldwell, the author of the following article taken from a reminiscence published in the 
'Pon/and Press Herald ' of Portland, Maine, U.SA., came to School House in 1933. He left Sherbome 
in 1937 having won a number of literary prizes during his school career, and subsequently he distin
guished himself in the U.S. Army Air Force in the Second World War, being awarded both the 
Presidential Citation and the Croix de Guerre. After the war he became the Orculatio11 Manager for 
'Life'magazine in New York. 

Bill Caldwell's article was prompted by a book on English public schools that he had been asked 
to review; he seems to have allowed his fancy some freedom, but perhaps memory plays us r.11 false 
as we look back down the years. 

As I read about these English public schools 
and as they triggered memories dormant for 50 
years, I had the spooky feeling that I was being 
taken back not just to my teenage years, but 
much, much further back to a long-ago century 
on a long-ago planet. Those old values, codes, 
prejudices, schooling and discipline seem so 
incredible now, here in Maine, that I can barely 
realize that I was forced to live by them, even 
enjoyed living by them, and thought them 
normal ... 

That massive, ancient Benedictine Abbey, 
with its soaring arches, its great stained glass 
windows, its ornately carved pews and choir 
stalls - I can feel it now, even here in Portland. 
It loomed over our lives, enormous and gray 
and timeless. Its great bells chimed out every 
quarter-hour of our lives. The entire school 
attended service in the Abbey, instead of in our 
own chapel for 600, on the great saint's days 
and at Commemoration; almost 600 boys, no 
girls. 
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We paraded in, dressed in dark suits and stiff 
white collars attached by devilish collar studs to 
long-tailed striped shirts. Summer and winter, 
all boys had to wear straw hats - boaters - gaudy 
with bright ribbons designating the House to 
which each boy belonged and where he lived. At 
Commemoration, we sang the school hymn to 
honor the school's founder. He was King Edward 
the Sixth , a frail boy-king who died young as a 
saintly scholar steeped in Latin .. and Greek and a 
theologian to boot. He re-founded Sherborne 
School in 1550 as a successor to the school 
founded in 743 by the Benedictine monks. 

Our school song was sung in Latin. Every boy 
had to study Latin for a minimum of six years 
when l was at Sherborne. Presumably I once 
knew a lot of that dead language. But the only 
Latin I can recite today are the Latin words to 
that idiot school song. 

We had an effigy of our King Edward the 
Sixth. In my time there, the effigy was a rather 
delapidated figure carved in wood, standing in a 
niche in the monastery walls. Bu t in this new 
book there is a fine color picture of the old 
effigy of the boy king, resplendent in bright 
color. Somebody dolled him up. 
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The king, with a huge crown on his head, a 
golden ball and golden scepter in his hands, 
stands in red silk stockings with a golden garter, 
sky blue pantaloons , blue doublet bright with the 
golden chain of the golden fleece and a white and 
scarlet cloak. He looks a dandy monarch, far cry 
from the sickly , saintly, scholarly boy of the 
hfatory books. 

Life is more relaxed, less sternly disciplined at 
Sherbome now, though it is still a monastic, 
all-male life, according to the new book. Now the 
relaxed school uniform is gray flannel trousers, 
dark blue shirt, black shoes , no tie. We had to 
wear suits, stiff white collars and ties. When a 
boy reached the sixth form in his last year at 
school, and if he was elected as a senior prefect, 
then he dressed like a Regency dandy. 

It is incredible to recall it now, but in those 
days maids laid out our clothes. That sounds 
luxurious. Not so. It is just another English 
contradiction. We led Spartan lives, slept in 
dormitories without heat and wide-open win
dows. Ice froze in the porcelain washbasin and 
ewer which stood at each bedside. 

We had one big communal shower, ice cold. 
But you could see who got a beating the night 



before. The boy who had been beaten carried red 
and black and blue bruises across his buttocks 
- angry colors the first day or two, then muting 
to wild sunset colors. 

Yes, we had plenty of beatings. Almost all 
were administered by the prefects, (senior 
boys) and not by the masters. 

There was a ceremony attached to beatings. 
As the juniors sat at night in study hall, a prefect 
would yell, 'Fag!' The new boys would run to 
the call. Sometimes it was to run an errand to the 
candy shop or to deliver a book or a roster of 
players for the next day's games. But often it was 
to fetch a culprit and bring him to the Cloisters 
- the great, dank, arched passages where monks 
once said their devotions. 

Bea tings were administered in the Cloisters. 
Any boy who left a piece of clothing on the 
dressing room floor three times got a beating. 
Anyone late for roll call or for study hall or for 
games three times got a beating. r got and gave 
plenty. The culprit meekly acknowledged his 
guilt and was told to bend over and touch his 
toes with the Oat of his palms. 'Yes,sir,'answered 
the culprit. Then the prefect would take two 
running steps and a little jump and lash him with 
a bamboo cane, four to six strokes. At the end, 
the culprit (maybe 12 or 13 years old) would 
stifle tears and say 'Thank you, sir,' and limp 
back to continue his work in study hall. 

Days started at 6 a.m., with a three-mile run. 
As we passed through the door to run, we were 
handed a bar of milk chocolate with nuts as a 
sort of first breakfast. After shower and dressing, 
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breakfast was at 7 am. - porridge and tea most 
often - chapel at 8 a.m.; school studies at 8.30 
until noon; then PT in the Courts, the school 
en masse, for 20 minutes; lunch at J p.m.; com
pulsory games from 2 until 4 pm.; classes from 
430 till 6 pm.; supper at 6.30 pm. (poor food, 
washed down with pitchers of thin beer): study 
hall from 7 until I 0 and lights out at 1030. 

The life sounds intolerable, brutal and hard, 
looking back from Portland half a century later. 
Bu t it seemed normal then. That was the life of 
the rich and the privileged and aristocratic young 
Englishman. 

As che lone American among almost 600 
English , I was a fish out of water, a curiosity, a 
butt. I regaled the English boys with stories of 
American Indians, the Wild West gunslingers and 
the gangsters of New York. I told them hair
raising tales, as if every day I eyewitnessed 
scalpings, cattle roundups and gangster mobs 
battling in the streets. That 's what they wanted 
from an American kid and I got my glory by 
spinning them stuff out of a vivid imagination. 

In those days half a century ago, there was no 
TV, no talkies , no movies even, no group-fare 
planes to bridge the Atlantic. I think I was the 
11rst American those Sherbome boys had ever 
talked to. 

This new book reports that Sherborne, with 
about 500 students, lost 221 Old Boys killed in 
World War I and 242 killed in World War II . 

I guess I am glad I went, now that it is all 
long over. Would I do it again? Not on you 
life! 



The present Housemaster of School House, GHJF. wrote to the editor of the 'Portland Press 
Herald ' and we prinr his letter below: 

Sheroornt (0935) 813::?48 

To The Editor of The Portland Press Herald. 

Dear Sir, 

School House 
Abbey Road 

Sherbome 
Dorset 

DT9 3AR 

10th February, 1986. 

It was with great interest that r read an article by Bi ll Caldwell in 
your January 12th issue for I am the housemaster of the boarding house where 
he lived for five years . His description of the brutal life fifty years ago 
at Sherborne School, England bears little relation to the frtendly and wann 
atmosphere of today. The •great dank arched cloisters" are sti ll there but 
now are warm, dry and carpeted and instead of being a place of nightly 
beatings they are now part of a magnificent library. Serried rows of iron 
beds in icy dormitories have been replaced by centrally heated study bed
rooms. Boys no longer beat other boys; the showers are hot and the 6 a.m. 
run has vanished into the depths of history. What has not changed is the 
philosophy behind such a school. The emphasis is still placed upon giving 
of your best be it on the games field, in the classroom or in any other 
activity. Mus ic, art and drama abound and discos take place under the effigy 
of our founder King Edward the Sixth. The values of honesty, hard work, 
good behaviour and the need to serve the community and country are emphasised 
and the 463 alumni who died in the two world wars are remembered with grati
tude. 

A short while ago I was lucky enough to spend a year teaching in one of 
your greatest school s , Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass. and I was struck by 
the simi larities of the aims of the two schools. The mathods may differ but 
both are living witnesses to pre-eminent educational systems. Bill Ca ldwel l 
may have forgotten most of the Latin he was forced to learn at Sherborne, 
but he may be able to translate Phillips Academy' s motto which aptly sums up 
the ethos of these two schools . ~Non sibi" - not for oneself. 

So Bill why not pack your bags, catch a jumbo and come and visit with 
us . You will be surprised and pleased by the changes in your old school . 

c;;,~~-~l_y_. ___ _, .. 
----George Facer. 
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'Broadly Speaking' 
(a talk given in the B.S.R. on Wednesday, 29th January) 

In The l.Anchester Tradition, a book now known fairly intimately to a good many members of 
Harper House , it is said of the Bishop of Grandborough: 'No cause is irretrievably doomed until the 
Bishop of Grandborough has made it his own'. I know how that Bishop felt. I have to say that on 
several major occasions in my life I have felt that I have only to join some enterprise or to give my 
support and loyalty to some cause or point of view for it to come under violent attack and begin to 
disintegrate. For example, amid the confident clatter of the computer mongers and the educational 
planners I hold up a small , crumpled banner modestly inscribed: 'Broadly speaking, shouldn't we all 
think about things a good deal more and talk about thern a good deal less?' Which is a pretty hopeless 
slogan for a banner, isn't it? 

Again , at school, as soon as I decided to do Classics at the then equivalent of A-level , the Govern
ment announced that unless a Classicist got a scholarship to Oxford or Cambridge the minute he got 
his A-levels, he would go immediately into the Army or the Navy or the Air Force. (They were having 
a war at the time.) Well, as you know, one could bribe the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge in those 
days, so J prudently went and bought a scholarship. Immediately the Government changed the rules 
and said that if you were a Classicist you had to go and join in this war they had on anyway, unless 
you were prepared to be a doctor . I couldn't overcome my objection to the idea of being a doctor 
(my father was one), so I went off and shot away at people for several years. 

And in the course of that I joined my next doomed cause, the British Empire, which was all the 
thing at the time. I was in the Royal Indian Artillery and for a year or two, in messes up and down 
Burma and India, l toasted the King Emperor, George VI; and then they abolished that. He was the 
last of the Caesars, Kaisers: the Kaiser-i-Hind. I was beginning to know the feeling of irrelevance, as 
they say. 
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I came back to post-war Britain, quite sure that everyone would want to know about the relevance 
of Augustus and Pericles and Socrates and the rest to the problems of the exhausted world. Well , 
they didn't. And they still don't. Like cold baths, the Classics are praised but rarely experienced, 
though Classical Civilisation can be a convenient refuge for those on the rebound from more grue
some subjects. After a bit, even here at Sherbome, where relevance to the twentieth century in our 
daily activities is mercifully not insisted upon much, boys stopped learning Greek and even, some of 
them, Latin; and at parent/master meetings some of the more daring fathers went as far as nervously 
to inquire what the point of the Classics was, thus following the even more daring members of the 
Physics staff who had been muttering away about this to each other for years. Eventually, when it 
seemed that its friends would destroy it even if its enemies did not, I began to take a degree course in 
English at a correspondence college, just in case. Immediately they stopped teaching English at prep 
schools and they took up reading D. tL Lawrence for A-level here at Sherborne. 

1 had entrusted my career to education and had been teaching for some years, but soon this little 
boat too sprang a leak. Education was under attack from organisation men, politicians, social engineers 
and the leaders of what passes for thought. It looked as though another of my causes was doomed; 
education was going out of fashion. I think it will just about last my time. 

It wasn't as though things were any brighter anywhere else. A year or two before 1 had joined 
education, 1 had taken another doubtful step; I had become a Christian - or rather I had realised 
- 1 don't know if theologians approve of this sort of thing - at one moment of my years at Cambridge, 
that I had been a Christian for some time without having noticed it. I can show future historians and 
biographers the spot - a gate leading on to Midsummer Common, beside a rather ugly row of cottages 
built in J 914. What happened? As soon as I became a Christian, everyone started assuring us that 
God was dead, that man had come of age and didn't need God any more, and so I was wasting my 
time. In those days College chapels and University churches were not as full as they are now and I 
began to feel that I had joined another sinking ship ... irrelevant, as they say. However, 1 reflected 
that people had said this about religion in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. and various other centuries 
since, so l thought it would all blow over like this ridiculous decimal currency we're using at the 
moment; so I didn't take much notice of it. But those boys who weren't learning Latin and Greek 
started saying they had their doubts about God wo. Was I on to another loser? 

Well, recently 1 have joinect the most unfashionable club of all, apparently; I have become old, it 
seems. I don't actually feel old, but every time we meet, Mr. Barker asks me what it feels like to be 
as old as I am, so I suppose I must look a great deal more battered than I feel. l feel especially young 
when I am marking the essays of boys who, to judge from their weary parade of prejudices and 
languid inability to admit a new idea into their heads, seem to have entered the school at SO+ and 
now, four or five years later, are sliding slowly into senile decay. 

But - a Classicist, part of the British Raj , a Christian. And old. What an indictment. 

" JI a.Avpoc; axwpoc; 
lwa11itfn1ve e<ivaroc; ec; T€A€1J'Tav 

As some of you will be murmuring to yourselves - Mr. Combridge will, anyway. 
Just at that point when I stopped the nasty business of being young officially, they suddenly 

invented Youth, all at once, like Creation in Genesis, and there it was, furnished with identical jeans, 
T-shirts, generation gap, appropriate noises called skiffle, morbid sentimentality and inability to talk 
to its parents or resist the blandishments of commercial interests. A nice model for its time, I suppose; 
but that was thirty years ago and you really ought to think up a new model. Anyway, it has made the 
age groups extremely self-conscious and furnished us with a couple of cardboard images, one of 
youth, eager, unprejudiced, impatient with hypocrisy, and the other of age, crumpled, narrow-minded, 
cynical, authoritarian and more or less motionless. 

If you have this cardboard image of yourselves, I have this one of myself: full of mellow wisdom 
and ripe experience, especially educational experience. 1 have taught in four schools - not all of them 
public schools either - I have outsmarted seven headmasters, and survived the whims and tantrums of 
a dozen bursars, seven directors of music and large numbers of other tyrants. In the historic year of 
1953, Her Majesty was crowned, we climbed Everest (Hunt did) and 1 became a house tutor for the 
first time; I began the rich round of experiences that befall every house tutor; within three weeks one 
of the boys, who subsequently went into the Navy, had attacked me with a breadknife, I had found 
another member of the House in the organ pipes laying about him with a large axe (when I asked him 
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' ... and of course he1l go into his father's 
business when he grows up. • 

why, he said it was the spirit of adventure) and I had been wakened in the middle of the night by two 
policemen who asked me if these here three boys who had been found driving round and round 
Trafalgar Square at 2 a.m. In my car had my permission to do so. We up here aU have these experiences 
daily, of course, but I have been at it all so long that I have this cardboard image of myself as 
immensely experienced and wise, sipping warm port and doling out advice to my eager juniors. The 
reality is somewhat different, naturally; my juniors are eager only to tell me what boys are like and 
how to deal with them, and how to produce plays and so on, and I can't afford the port. 

These cardboard images simply won't do; last week some cardboard character was reported as 
saying that Sherborne would be a better place if there were fewer old people in it. I refrain from 
telling you what it is like when there are fewer young people in it. Cardboard stuff, isn't it? 

Towards the end of the holidays one of you in front dropped in to see me ; he lives locally and he 
was pale with parties; he had just been playing mixed hockey in the Sports Palace and he had a disco 
booked for that evening and he looked drained and far from healthy; he collapsed into an armchair 
and gasped out: 'The trouble with Sherborne is that there is absolutely nothing for the young to do.' 
I started guiltily and avoided his bleary gaze; it was my fault, the fault of the old, and I knew it. 

I hope you get the message - it was a cardboard conversation; we were both conducting ourselves 
like cardboard cutouts, he of youth and I of age. 

Just to round it off and before we go away, you eagerly, I wearily, I'd like to tell you of what 
seems to me a very uncardboard view of old age; it is written, of course, by a seventeenth century nun. 
It is fastened up in my classroom and some of you may have seen it when you were looking round in 
search of spare drawing pins. 

She addresses herself to God ; she is growing old and must some day be old; she prays to be kept 
from the habit of thinking that she must say something on every subject and on every occasion 
and from trying to straighten out everyone's affairs:she would be helpful not bossy; it seems a pity 
not to use all her vast store of wisdom 'but thou knowest, Lord , that T want a few friends at the 
end.' She asks for an ability to shirk details and get to the point, to avoid rehearsing her aches and 
pains, for grace to endure other people's recital of theirs. She would learn from her maker the 
glorious lesson that she may occasionally be mistaken. She does not want to be a saint, for some of 
them are so hard to live with, 'but a sour old person is one of the crowning works of the Devil,' 
and finally she prays for the ability to see good things in unexpected places and talents in unexpected 
people ; 'and grant me, 0 Lord, the grace to tell them so.' 

R.S.G. 
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Westminster at Sherbome 

On a particular Tuesday afternoon in the Michaelmas term, when many a Shirburnian was obliviously 
throwing a ball around a rugby pitch, the not altogether sleepy Dorset village of Sherborne was about 
to head for stardom - a whole eight minutes on a Sunday afternoon political programme for TVS. 

At 2.30 we all arrived, about eighty of us both from the girls' and the boys' schools, not quite 
sure what to expect. The answer was the misdemeanour of which all television programmes seem 
guilty: an inability to keep to an over-rigid schedule. F or the lights were not yet erected, and for fear 
that they might diserect themselves in the process of being put up, we were advised to leave tempor
arily. So I returned half an hour later, refreshed by a mint with the hole and ready to take my seat on 
the back-benches. Whether it had been decided that Shirburnians would make particularly good 
politicians or that the Old School Room would make a particularly good House of Commons, I am 
not sure ; I suspect the latter. Whatever , a film-crew and the Conservative MP for North Cornwall, 
Mr. Gerrard Neale , had arrived to film us - we were (allegedly) representative of what the Houses 
of Commons would look like if televised. 

While some dressed up in the appropriate apparel of the various officials, others twiddled their 
thumbs wondering if the lighting were at last secure. Hiccups abound in filming: we were to endure 
yet another. Retakes are the plague of even the most experienced actors, so what chance had we? 
Life was greatly enlightened, however , by Mr. Neale explaining the workings of that noble body we 
were representing. The officials paraded back and forth in the various retakes (of which there were 
luckily not too many) with the camera panning around, threatening to capture us back-benchers at 
just the wrong moment. 

An unusual afternoon for a Shirburnian , resulting in us being captured on film. It entailed both an 
insight into filming - not quite as glamorous as it might at first seem - and for the 'speaker', George 
Wickham, an invitation to spend a day with the Speaker of the House. Whether we were successful 
only a Bill allowing the televising of Parliament will tell. 

Obiter dicta 

P.C.E. (at the beginning of an A-level trial): 'Please don 't mark your answer papers.' 

J-M. P. (describing dining-hall duty):'. .. liaison mangereuse . . .' 

N. Farr 

R.D.RM. (correcting some essays on Julius Caesar): ' I don 't see anything wrong with a little murder, 
in certain circumstances.' 

H.W .R.: ·1 can never remember dates: I'm very trendy, you see.' 

J.H. (on modern attitudes to Renaissance love poetry): 'If a ravishingly beautiful girl came into the 
classroom now, you would all go, 'Cor !'; and it would only be lust.' 

Boy: 'Why are they digging that hole out there , sir?' 
R.G.P.: 'To bury anyone who fails their English A-level in.' 
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The Abbeylands House Play 
'The Front Page' 

The Abbeylands house play was a brave attempt to put on a comedy production with an in
experienced cast and limited resources. Mr. Carling obviously made a lot of effort to pull the play 
together, and even took an active part in the performances despite being left off the cast list. The 
boys behind the stage did a magnificent job in recreating the Chicago Press Room, and the costume 
was surprisingly realistic. Of course, there were memorable performances by George Wickham, Julian 
Pratt, Rufus Edwards, Charlotte Keep, Louise Noel and Rupert Heath , who incidentally looked 
convincingly deranged. The props supplied the majority of the laughs and so should not be left 
unmentioned. After all , who will forget Paget Dare-Brian attacking his telephone with disinfectant , 
or even the tomato ketchup which William Fryer so liberally applied to the scenery on the first 
night? 

Whatever else may be said about this play it was good entertainment and extremely funny at 
times. Surely this must be the aim of any successful house play, where the acting abilities of the 
people involved cannot afford to be over-stretched for fear of losing the audience's appreciation of 
the play. This production was enjoyable , although the play had greater potential, and perhaps a little 
more preparation would not have gone amiss. 

The Harper House Play 
'The Lanchester Tradition' 

W. Gill 

It is always very hard to write a criticism of a play's first ever production without coming down 
too harshly upon it and offending those who put so much effort into it. The play, adapted for the 
stage by RSC from G. F. Bradby's novel, centred on the headmastership and the staff of the public 
school of Chiltern. The school's tradition had been built around the pers9nality of Mr. Lanchester , 
an old headmaster. All the action takes place either in the staff-room (the pnyx), or in the Head
master's Study {the praerorium), or on the playing fields (co/onus). In the first act, the scene of the 
school is set for us: there is a very traditional housemaster, Revd. Mr. Chowdler, ably portrayed by 
William McKenzie; a typical public schoolmaster cynic, Mr. Bent (Richard Dowding); a feeble chemist 
hilariously performed by Ben Brabner ; a bland housemaster (Alisdair Reay) ; and the Welsh Mr. Black, 
played by Charlie Snell - to name but a few of the leading characters. 

The first act is built around the announcement of the departure of the Headmaster, Dr. Gussy. 
The news is received in the staff-room with indifference, and leads to Mr. Cox, the Nestor of the staff, 
resigning. Mr. Chowdler, worried about the future of the Lanchester tradition, is taken aback when he 
fi nds that his choice for the next Headmaster is rejected by the governors and an unknown quantity, 
Revd. Septimus Flaggon (Robert Arnott), is appointed instead . The concern is that the new Head
master will not uphold the Lan chester tradition. These fears are realised in the second act (the follow
ing term) when Mr. Flaggon sets up a parents' committee. Furthermore, the replacement for Mr. Cox 
is, in the eyes of the traditional staff, absurd. The ensuing struggle between the Headmaster and 
Mr. Chowdler evolves around these decisions and the expulsion of Chowdler's Head of House for 
smoking. The matter is resolved in the end: Chowdler finally accepts the point that the Lanchester 
tradition is outdated and he is appointed Chairman of the Lanchester Foundation. Mr. Bent is given 
Chowdler '~ house and the play ends amid felicity and goodwill among the staff of Chiltern School. 

One came away feeling that the ending was rather weak in the light of how hard the struggle had 
been over the major issues of the school and in the light of how the matter had been resolved by one 
single appointment. I felt the play was a hard one for a house to tackle; commendable as the effort 
was. the irony of the play never really came across to the audience as strongly as it might have done. 
Nevertheless, many of the cast were particularly amusing in their various roles and the standard of 
acting was high. 
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Revue: 'Up The Pole' 

The 'unofficial' opening of the Powell Hall arrived near the end of term in the form of a spectacular 
display of sketches written by the intrepid Dr. Kershaw and the venturesome Mr. Wellby - could the 
Python team itself have effected such a bohemian mixture of satire and comedy? No indeed. Well , be 
that as it may, it could well be that many did not attend this concoction of humour extraordinaire, 
and so follows an objective and dispassionate write-up. 

The Hall in Up The Pole, as the revue was ambiguously and somewhat suggestively titled, was 
officially proclaimed open by a hideous effigy of Charles, Prince of Wales, (and Patron of the Atlantic 
Salmon Trust), whose large cardboard ears flapped appealingly under the spotlights. The nasal drawl 
of the impeccable accent was accompanied by the impious face of Nick Boulton. One was unsure 
about who it was who took our beloved Headmaster off so drolly, but the performance was capital. 

We wandered through myriad skits; from the outrageous and heinous language encountered in 
Birds of a Feather - which precipitated the rapid and wrathful exit of one peremptory Napoleon, 
who raised the proverbial two fingers and uttered unprintable expletives - to the rather more toned
down entertainment of the school choir squirting water pistols and chanting at each other. 

Mr. Prance gave a vintage rendering of the real nature of contemporary Sherborne worship, and, 
brother, if you are playing football this term, Lord have mercy on your soul. We experienced a 
traumatic episode, {Ethel the Frog style), with a Panorama Special investigating the benefits to be 
derived from 'wedging'. We groaned anew at Whicker and his frightfully common monotone, handled 
skilfully by Charles Snell. The twins showed us all how alike they are in every(?) aspect. Interviews 
featured regularly on the varied agenda, and a T. Bradby weather forecast added a piquancy of its 
own to the proceedings. 

The boys (and girls) from lpanema gained loud applause in the musical interludes, as much, one 
believes, because of the gay attire as because of the very high quality of the music. 

To finish off with a flourish, we were handed the very latest of many versions depicting life in a 
real American 'Die Nasty' public school. The orgy at the end of Krystle Ball, as this was called, was 
exceedingly well choreographed, we are told, but unfortunately took place off stage. 

Indeed, all in all, the nine muses themselves could not have hoped for a more entertaining evening 
- the pathos of Greek tragedy was portrayed every bit as well as lighter pieces; and what is more, the 
unclassified ads on the bll1:k of the programme (which was free) gave us all the chance, immediately 
the performance was over, of rushing up to the music department to buy huge quantities of the porky 
scratchings that were being sold off at give-away prices. 

S. Pugsley 

'Hokum if you like, Gerald, but still good theatre.· 



'Very nice, sergeant. except for a slight falling-off 
in the Lower School. ' 

The Powell Theatre 

In its 11rst year and a half the Powell Theatre has proved a considerable asset to both school and 
town. 

Though its potential for music recitals has yet to be fully exploited, it has provided an admirable 
home for plays, lectures, films and visits from touring companies and solo artists. 

In this last role especially, it has started to become the cultural generator that we had hoped for, 
to act as a mild balance to the rather more palatial premises the other side of Hospital Lane. 

A simple list of some of the events already held there is sufficient testament to this, since most 
attracted capacity audiences: a company from the Royal Court Theatre with a play about Guatemala: 
Not the National Theatre Company with Pinter's 'The Caretaker'; Michael Pennington's 'Chekov'; 
Rosalind Shanks and Gabriel Woolf in a presentation of D. H. Lawrence: 'The Tarnished Phoenix'; 
Stephan Bednarczyk's satirical musical revue, 'And so to Bednarczyk'; Nola Rae in her mime show 
'Uppercuts'; The Salisbury Playhouse Company in Ibsen's 'Ghosts'; The Green Branch Theatre 
Company in 'The Irish Blackbird': a programme on Hardy's poetry; Kaboodle Theatre Exchange in 
'Falstaff's Revenge'; ·war Music' based on 'The Odyssey'; Frank Barrie as 'Macready': Geraldine 
McEwan as Jane Austen in 'Two Inches of Ivory'; Nola Rae and John Mowat in their Shakespeare 
mimes 'Loggerheads' and the Hull Truck Company in 'Up and Under Two'. 

There can be few schools in the country offering such a varied programme on their own premises, 
and all this before the Powell Theatre has been officially opened. 

The advantage of this size of theatre is that it permi ts an intimacy to be established between 
audience and stage which is quite impossible in the windy vault where drama has striven hitherto. 

It also enables us to invite down performers of international stature, such as Geraldine McEwan 
and Michael Pennington; to charge very little for tickets and still be self-financing. 

The events offered at the Powell Theatre have defined even more clearly the philistine areas in 
the school, which wilt at the very suggestion they might attend anything mildly highbrow, and the 
areas from which an immediate and enthusiastic response is assured. In view of the former, we have 
decided to engage touring companies for one night only in future. 

Since the theatre has hardly been used with all the seats retracted, it is a pity, in retrospect, that 
permanent and more steeply raked seating was not instaJJed at the outset. This could have improved 
comfort and sightlines. as well as providing a larger stage and more seating in a slightly curved 
auditorium. 

However. as well as being aesthetically pleasing, the theatre is extremely well-equipped. to the 
surprise and pleasure of many of the touring companies. 

If ever the recent, but already hallowed tradition of the 'house video· on Saturday nights can be 
broken, it will become viable to organise something each Saturday evening of the term: Concert 
Club. a good film or a touring theatre group. This would surely be desirable educationally. 

P.M.11.W. 
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Choir Visit to Bath: Wednesday, 13th November 

One might describe the event as a field trip, although the choir might prefer to think of it as a 
termly 'away match'; their task being to match their standard of singing to the high expectations of 
discerning worshippers in such places as Exeter, Salisbury, Wells, Winchester, Windsor and Bath. In 
each of these places Evensong is usually sung by the resident choir, and it is by virtue of their half
terms that a choir from outside can have the opportunity to sing in such magnificent buildings. 

After lunch we departed by coach for Bath , arriving at half-past two, when we had a run through 
of the music: The Reading Responses, Aston's Magnificat and Nunc Oimittis and the anthem, Greater 
Love Hath No Man , by Ireland. This practice gave us an opportunity to adapt to the unfamiliar 
acoustics of the Abbey as well as 'warm up', as it were, before the service. 

At four o'clock we requisitioned the nearest caf~ and were free until the service; a chance for some 
to wander around Bath, and for others to enjoy a civilised cup of tea. At five o'clock we robed in 
the vestry and processed to the choir stalls. The congregation was augmented by a number of parents 
who had come to give support, bringing the number up to about fifty or sixty. Our singing was pre
dictably better 'on the night' than at the practice we had had earlier; the sense of performance, as 
always, brought out more conviction and concentration. 

We left Bath at about six o'clock, really quite satisfied. It was pleasant to sing in the Abbey, its 
intimacy contrasting with the vastness of Exeter and Salisbury, having perhaps more of an affinity 
with Sherborne. 

Next term we join forces with the Girls' School Choir to visit Salisbury. 

D.Key 



Joint Orchestral and Choral Concert 

The Concert was on Monday , 9th December. in the B.S.R. and was well supported. First on stage 
was the School Band, well decked out in their smart new blue and gold jackets. Conducted by Mr. Owen 
Clarke , their first piece was a bouncy march tune, March for a Festive Occasion by Eric Osterling. 
This was followed by Bill Conti 's theme from Dynasty. This was well played and I found it very 
entertaining it was, unfortunately, the only modem piece of the evening. 

The Band was followed by the Schola Cantorum of St. Antony's I.eweston, conducted by Jane 
Stein and accompanied by a harp played by Cherry Isherwood and two horns played by Caryn 
Sheppard and Henrietta Ryall. The girls sang three part songs from Opus 17 by Brahms . The singing 
was performed well and the gentle music was very beautiful but J thought it was a shame that they 
stuck to one style and did not sing songs of varying styles. 

Next on stage was the Joint Second Orchestra who played Waltz in F by Dvorak, conducted by 
John Wilks, and The Great Gate of Kiev by Mussorgsky, which was conducted by Mr. David Price . 
Both pieces were exciting and played well with good expression. Unfortunately, their playing was 
spoilt a little by certain members of the Orchestra being slightly flat. 

After the Orchestra the Sherbome School for Girls Madrigal Society sang three songs for four 
voices: Swing Low Sweet Chariot, a negro spiritual arranged by Hugh S. Robertson: Winter Fragments 
by Richard Benger; and the mystical piece by Zoltan Kodaly, Mountain Nights, into which the girls 
put a lot of expression, making the piece very magical, almost eerie. Throughout, the girls, conducted 
by Miss Augusta Miller, sang in perfect tune with a very high degree of ensemble and expertise, with 
their words being easily audible. 

The Concert finished with the Joint First Orchestra, conducted by Patrick Shelley, playing the 
Festival Ovenure Opus 96, by Shostakovitch, followed by the overture to the operetta Orpheus in the 
Underworld by Offenbach, a lively piece which ends with the famous Can-Can. Solos in this piece were 
given by Emma Lowther on the clarinet. Jonathan Brown on the cello, Nicholas Allen on the oboe 
and Anna Thomas, the leader of the Orchestra , who performed excellently a very long and beautiful 
violin solo. 
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Concert O ub 

Robert Cohen - The Polish Radio Olamber Orchestra - Peter Donohoe 

Mr. Cohen comes from a very musical family, and began to play at an early age; above all, he is a 
natural virtuoso with a very considerable talent. This explains why he was playing with the London 
Philharmonic Orchestra as a soloist when just nineteen. He now records and plays all over the world, 
and is widely acclaimed, so his visit to our little town was something of an event(/ thought). 

The concert began with the Brahms Sonora in F major; very brooding, to be played with lots of 
machismo. Mr. Cohen's cello helped him out - a Stradivarius of both delicate finish and extraordinary 
power, which the player attacked with a gusto that belied its value. Then we had the Bach Suire in 
D minor for solo cello. In the second half, Mr. Cohen grew a pair of horns and launched into a series 
of lollipops, short eye-opening and ear-waggling pieces, played at speeds beyond belief, in the whole 
compass of the instrument, with lots of twiddly bits near the bridge thrown in. At these he was 
unsurpassably skilled. The performance was rounded off with a piece of Mr. Cohen's own creation: 
an arrangement of your own favourite tunes from Carmen. I was able to meet the man himself after
wards, and was treated to a description of what life at the top of the music trade is like: a hectic 
round. In fact, Mr. Cohen was to fly to New York or Hamburg or somewhere the next day. The heart 
of the matter is that he who has the stamina and natural skill to deliver the goods day after day wins. 
I recently heard Mr . Cohen play the Brahms F major on television, a performance for which he had 
more time to prepare himself, I suppose. The result was more studied and had more of himself in it. 

The Polish Radio Chamber Orchestra was great fun, which just about sums up the evening's 
entertainment. In the way of an hors d'oeuvre was a soothing and melodious piece by Ottorino 
Respighi (who wrote The Fountains of Rome): his Ancient Airs and Dances, Suire No. 3. Then came 
the entree: Joseph Haydn's Violin Concerto in G major , to show off a very good solo violinist. After 
the interval was an £rude in B minor by the Polish composer Szymonowski, which was well
received. Then the grand finale: Tchaikowsky's Serenade for Strings (op. 48), a most elegant piece. 

Apart from their skill and fluency, the personality and vigour of the musicians made the perfor
mance. Particularly striking was the double-bass player, who stood over and dominated his instrument 
despite its size. Throughout, his large pale hands and coal-black eyes oould be seen swooping and 
swooning at the back of the stage. 

The pianist Peter Donohoe was similarly energetic, combining stunning virtuosity (top prize in 
the 1982 Tchaikowsky Competition) with great spirit. The concert started with Bach's fifth French 
Suite in G major - light-hearted dances with flowing phrases. This was followed by a long and complex 
toccata by Busoni, then a transcription by Busoni of Bach's Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C major. 
Jn the second half we were treated to Chopin, the first piece played being the Ballade No. 1 in G 
minor (op. 23). This is a famous favourite composition, and all the more enjoyable when played by 
a pianist like Mr. Donohoe. Then were two scherzos -No. 3 in C sharp minor (op. 39) and No. 4 in 
E major (op. 54). Finally , there was the Ballade No. 4 in F minor (op. 52), which I enjoyed the most 
- more meditative and restrained. 

Mr. Donohoe has a strong and forcefu l character, brushing off amateur newshound questions 
such as how much practice does he do, and how busy is he, in favour of a glass of wine and a good 
laugh. This showed in his playing. 

l should like to thank the boys and staff involved in the Concert Club for organising such an 
outstanding trio of concerts. In this l know l speak for lots of people. 

C. Wells 
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'I still maintain, gentlemen, that for scrum-half 
we need look no further than Singleton Major. ' 

Rugby 1985 

1st XV 

The 1985 season opened at the Douai festival, where success was limited, although a pattern of 
play was emerging from the squad who took part. The idea of this type of tournament is to use a 
squad of players which allows boys to be seen in competitive situations. Our major problem turned 
out to be the number of injuries sustained in important areas. Our lack of success in the early half of 
the term can be partly laid on those injuries, the loss of Jerry Kelly up to and including half-term 
having the greatest effect. 

From a technical viewpoint our main weakness at this stage was lack of strength in the tackle, 
this being very evident in an emphatic defeat at Canford. Consequently the mid field had to be re
shaped with those fit at the time; this involved moving Adel Kardooni away from the scrum half 
berth. All the early games tended to follow the same pattern. with opposition being given a vast 
amount of freedom and time to do as they pleased. An extremely talented and strong King's Taunton 
XV played directly at our weak points to score a number of easy tries; these all being backed by 
precision place kicking, another area where our success rate was low. 

The return of Jerry Kelly and the introduction of James Spencer brought both bite and strength 
to backrow and mid field respectively. This also allowed J im Goddard a change of position, to form a 
highly effective and mobile backrow with Tom Bradby. The lineout play of Robert Parry-Jones and 
Stuart Rintoul was improving with each match played , and allied to this was the strength of the 
cap tain, Adel Kardooni, and Alisdair Reay at half back. It had been suggested that one or both could 
hold his own in the front row. 

The turning point of the season was undoubtedly the victory over a talented CASE XV in Paris. 
Tackles were made and mistakes became less frequent. The forwards were becoming a dominant unit 
which gave the half backs the opportunity to control the game from a relatively secure platform. 
These factors were very much in evidence in the victories at Taunton and Downside, followed by a 
more expansive game against Plymouth College. Strangely, after the early defeats the greatest dis
appointment was the draw at Radley where we seemed unable to fire on all cylinders for a relatively 
lengthy period. The return of Cheltenham College to the fixture list led to an abrasive no-holds
barred contest with credits going to Julian Brown for some highly effective tackling. This alone 
disrupted their pattern of play, allowing our back row to play a major linking role. The final match 
of the term saw a new member of the front row union, Robert Parry-Jones, who made an enforced 
entry after Cameron Adderley sustained concussion. Without doubt his efforts helped the other 
thirteen to an excellent win in very trying conditions . 

The greatest compliment I can pay this group of boys was to see how they responded after one of 
the worst starts to the season in recent memory, to finish with a string of victories which at one 
point had looked highly unlikely. This report could not be concluded without a mention of all those 
who came to Paris and made it into an extremely happy and worthwhile trip. Thanks must go to our 
two navigators - Goddard and Bradby! 

My thanks must go to Adel Kardooni, for his excellent captaincy and to Philip Moore for all his 
work in running the junior leagues so efficiently. Lastly my thanks to J PW and RAC for all the time 
and energy expended. No doubt the playing fields of that famous Windsor comprehensive will benefit 
from R A C's words of wisdom, or is he retiring? 
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Representative honours are as follows :-

Dorset & Wilts: Kardooni, Moore , Parry-Jones, Clibbon and Goddard. 

South & South West against Australian Schools: Side captained by Kardooni. 

South & South West Ul6's: J. Moore. 

Team: G. Maclean, E. Seigle, J. Spencer, J. Brown, A. Morton , C. Henderson, A. Reay, A. Kardooni 
(captain), J. Clibbon, P. Moore, C. Adderley, S. Rintoul, R. Parry-Jones, T. Bradby, J . Goddard, 
J. Kelly. 

Also Played: J. Longman, C. Davis, C. Dunn, C. Lee. 

Results: Played l 5, Won 9, Lost 5, Drawn l. 

Pilgrims 
Bryanston 
Can ford 
Christ's Brecon 
Blundell's 
King's Taunton 
Bishop Wordsworth's 
CASE, Paris 
District Select, Paris 
Taunton 
Downside 
Plymouth 
Radley 
Cheltenham 
Clifton 

2nd XV 

L 12 - 33 
L 3 - 11 
L 3 - 19 
L 7 - 10 
w 29 - 16 
L 3 - 32 
w 23 - 10 
w 14 - 10 
w 52 - 3 
w 11 - 6 
w 9 - 0 
w 32 - 12 
D 16 - 16 
w 10 - 9 
w 16 - 0 

D.A.S. 

This was very much the season of what might have been. Unsettled in the first half of the season 
by injuries both within the team and within the 1st XV, the team would have done well to achieve 
any consistency in their play and yet one cannot help looking back on those first four matches, 
against the Pilgrims, Bryanston, Can ford and Milton Abbey, without reflecting on undisciplined 
moments which led to points being scored against Sherborne. It is impossible to deny that on the 
field of play, virtually every player gave of his all for the duration of the matches and yet points 
were needlessly given away by mistakes which should not have been made at this level. Could it be 
that the 2nd XV's of the future will face similar problems in having to play boys who would pre
viously have matured into skilful players on the Lower simply because of the loss of the Seventh 
Form and hence the absence of some of the wise old heads who would otherwise have played in the 
I st XV? This is a question to which only the passing of years will provide an answer. It is nonetheless 
true that the discipline of team skills and playing as a team against relatively strong opposition will 
have to be learned at a much earlier stage of the season than before. With the exception of the 
Pilgrims, the first three matches were lost by narrow margins. Poor defensive play, slow alignment 
and a lack of alertness, particularly against Bryanston, were the team's main faults . 
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It was not until a cold afternoon down in Devon that the team showed some of the organised 
determination of old. Some? No, all. This was a magnificent performance of tight, committed forward 
play which provided a firm foundation from which the backs could move the ball. It was apparent 
that for the first time in the term the individual members had confidence in each other and the ball 
was kept alive by good rucking which allowed the backs to run at the opposition. Defence was 
excellent and the full credit must be given here to the back row who covered the narrow side at all 
times and who prevented the Blundell's scrum-half from giving good service to his stand-off. The 
match did, however, highlight two weaknesses which were never really corrected for the remainder 
of the season. It was impossible to win good ball ar the line-Out and the alignment of the wings, 
particularly on the left, was rarely satisfactory. Too much lateral running by the backs and poor 
positioning on the wings meant that little momentum could be gained. 

The following Saturday, at King's Taunton, saw a game of lwo very different halves. We scored 
seven points in the first half and looked like running in many more in the second half, but for some 
reason the team fell aparl. Admittedly , Julius Longman's concussion did not help, nor did the fact 
that Chuck Groom missed the whole of the half with a dislocated shoulder, but the team held the 
opposition splendidly until a defensive error near the King's (!) try line laid the stage for defeat. 
Commitment was total; team discipline was Jacking at crucial moments. 

The second half of the season saw a much more stable side and, fortunately for morale, three more 
victories . Cheltenham was a much closer encounter than the score might suggest but we were unable 
to counter their quick passing to the left which left the field virtually open for a very fast wing to 
run in tries. The old enemy, Radley, was a two-fold disaster. W.hen running in to fly-hack the ball 
John Cumming collided with an opposition player and, although protesting vigorously, had to be 
carried from the field with a broken leg. The second disaster? Radley outplayed us in every area of 
the field and were the easy victors. However . in the gloom of two heavy defeats shone the radiant 
light of three well-deserved and well-constructed victories. Downside, Plymourh and Clifton were the 
unwilling recipients of some excellent scrummaging and good. attacking three-quarter play. The last 
match of the season. against Clifton, was particularly heartening since the team was prepared to play 
an open game in an alert and disciplined manner. Chris Drake's move into the centre was a good one 
since it gave much needed thrust, particularly from ball won at set scrums, and the back row played 
magnificently. We must not, however, forget Julius Longman 's drop-goal. He hasn't. 

Yes, it was a good season. Perhaps not from the point of view of matches won and lost, or even 
the points scored, but because one felt that the team learnt a Jot about playing as a team and because 
the individuals within it moulded themselves into a unit. It was also a very enjoyable season with 
many amusing moments that space does not permil me to recount. Thanks, boys. Thanks also, of 
course, to DAS, JPW and MMW for all their help, encouragement and coaching. Little would have 
been possible without it. Finally, to John Cumming for captaining the team with such paternal care 
and to Nick Bryan for taking over after Radley . A difficult task was undertaken by both of them with 
considerable skill. 

Those who played: Groom* , K.napman, Hjaltun*, Drake*, Spencer* , Cumming•, Chaddock, Bramble, 
Davis*, Longman•. Taylor, Bryan* ,Kraunsoe•, Kelly*, Stober, Chambers, Lee*. Wickham*, Hamilton, 
Lytle, Baker•, Zimmerman, Rintoul, Morton*, McLean*, Medland. 

* - colours awarded. 

Results: Played 12, Won 4, Lost 8, Drawn 0. 

Pilgrims 
Bryanston 
Can ford 
Milton Abbey 1st XV 
BlundelJ's 
King's Taunton 
Taunton 
Downside 
Plymouth 
Radley 
Cheltenham 
Clifton 

L 3 - 2 1 
L 6 - 13 
L 7 - IJ 
L 8 - 14 
W J I - 0 
L 7 II 
L 0 7 
w 9 6 
w 21 8 
L 0 19 
L 3 - 19 
w 20 - 3 
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3rd XV 

The sun-tanned legs take to the field. The grass is green and lush. The whistle echoes round the 
Lower and DBC has set the season in motion once again with the first ·round the pitch warm-up 
laps". Bodies are ::.een convulsing in agony, lungs gasping for fresh clean air and feet limping from 
blisters caused by new leather. MJC was not injured by an ungainly prop as in 1984: GCA was 
nowhere near the rear of the 11eld. 

The first week 1s over and the 11rst game is upon us away at Bishop Wordsworth. We played an 
·A· XV (unknown to us, until later) and succumbed, knowing that the unbeaten 1984 season was not 
to be. Fosters again on consecutive Saturdays, home and away - yes, a home win and an away 
loss! Victories away at Blundell's, Clayesmore and King's Taunton were achieved with the confidence 
of a home success against a very physical Christ"s Brecon side. and a large Shaflesbury one. llatr 
Term comes and the I st XV go to Paris what about the 3rd XV in 1986?! The games after Half 
Term were hard and all away from home except for Downside, which was drawn 12 12. 
Cheltenham and Bournemouth resulted in two defeats, whereas Clifton was a fine victory probably 
the best perform:rnce of the ::.eason. 

The side had a very good pack of forwards in all areas, but especially. in the Sherborne tradition, 
the b:.11.:k row. A combination of John Howells. Phil Chambers. James Kraunsoe, Dom Stober and 
Giles Emley proved too good for all our opponents. The power house of llugh Baker, Alistair 
Houldsworth or Mike Zimmerman gave us good scrummaging power as well as height 111 the line out. 
The front row of Ali Vass1gh, Cameron Dunn. Graham Medland. Alex llamilton or Charles Lytle 
meant that we always had the opposition under pressure in the tight. The backs never really live<l up 
to their potential. lacking the necessary penetration in the centre. The half backs of Richard Bramble 
and James Fussell were a good pairing, but all too often one or other of them was playing for the 2nd 
XV. The wing) of Patrick Knapman and Jason Lockyer had their moments as did John Brock at full 
back. 

Thank yom go to Charles Allen and Donald Cameron for running the Lower - i11 mea absentia, 
~1ervyn Brown for the condition of the Lower. the catering staff for the teas, and chiefly to the 
members of the Lower who make it so enjoyable for us all. 

3rd XV Team : (Apologies to those who played, but are omitted.) J. Brock, R. Knapman,C. Taylor, 
J-P. Boutin, J . Lockyer, J. Fussell, R. Bramble, G. Medland, A. Hamilton, A. Vassigh, 
C. Dunn , M. Zimmerman , A. Houldsworth, G. Emley, P. Chambers. J. Howells . 

Results: Played 12, Won 7, Lost 4, Drawn I. 

Bishop Wordsworth 's 2nd XV 
Fosrers School I st XV 
Shaftesbury School I st XV 
Fosters School !st XV 
Christ College Brecon 2nd XV 
Blundell's 
King's College , Taunton 
Clayesmore School lst XV 
Downside School 
Bournemouth School Isl XV 
Cheltenham School 
Clift0n 
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L 8 - 38 
w 24 - 0 
w 10 - 6 
L 14 - 19 
w 19 - 3 
w 25 - 3 
w 21 - 6 
w 31 - 0 
D 12 - 12 
L 12 - 32 
L 0 - 10 
w 19 - 6 

(Away) 
(Home) 
(Home) 
(Away) 
(Home) 
(Away) 
(Away) 
(Away) 
(Home) 
(Away) 
(Away) 
(Away) 

MJ.C. 



4th XV 

All boys in the School who play any competitive sport would, I suspect, be happier at the end of 
the game if they have won rather than drawn or lost. Equally, I hope, no boy would be of the opinion 
that a victory must be achieved, whatever the cost. If that is a somewhat naive hope, considering that 
some 400 boys probably represent the School in sport over the course of the year, I hope the number 
of such boys is, at the most, in single figures. Elsewhere, as we found to our cost in the 4th XV .this 
year, this is not necessarily the case. Our sixteen opponents in the final match of the season intended 
to protect their unbeaten run at all costs, which they duly did. At the time it seemed a shame that 
a bitter taste should be left in the mouth at the end of the season but this particular game will in · 
evitably fade into obscurity and the more pleasant memories will surely remain. 

And a plethora of memories there certainly is, for we had a great deal of enjoyment from the 
majority of games, in which we played entertaining, adventurous, somewhat unpredictable rugby. 
There are memories of winning margins being progressively diminished; of a blond Tauntonian 
missing link presenting us with the ball like a mole leaking documents; of going to Plymouth to play 
badly and lose narrowly; of cowering before the muscular Junior Leaders' side and then being em
barrassed when two of them unfortunately needed hospital treatment; of producing the season's 
best performance against Cheltenham when the coach wasn't there to proffer bad advice; of Julian 
Speight leaping up and down pointing, trying to draw the referee's attention to the presence of off
side opponents; of Olly Kelly's dummy, which was the cheekiest anyone could remember having seen; 
of Jez Wickham 's electrifying blind-side gallops; of Nigel Brown tearing the ball out of mauls like a 
whirling dervish; of Mike Rapport setting off for the line time and again and never quite getting 
there; of Matty Wilkinson's readiness to play anywhere in the pack and willingness to have a go in 
the backs as well. 

I am indebted to Colin Morgan and Ed Bridges who shared the captaincy of the team and set an 
exemplary standard both on and off the pitch. G CA and M J C proved, as ever, an invaluable source of 
advice, information and amusement. The Lower, as we have come to expect, was the best pitch we 
played on. 

The regular team came from: L. Ridgwell, J. Wickham, P. England, N. Tuke , M. Rapport, C. Morgan, 
J. Speight, E. Bridges, H. Adderley, N. Brown, M. Wilkinson, S. Chaddock, 0. Kelly, J. White, 
T. Ainger, D. Simpson, A. Langlands, M. Lawson,P. Woodburn, P. Paul. 

Results: Played l l, Won 9, Lost 2, Drawn 0, Points for 123, Points against 62. 

D.B.C. 

Sth:XV 

It is not the winning that is important but the way in which the game is played. The 5th XV has 
had a memorable record and, apart from a slight misunderstanding at Canford in '82, has remained 
unbeaten for at least eight years and unbeaten at home for 23 years! The scores of many of the 
matches have tended at first to look out of place in a winter sport, resembling as they have done more 
the magnitude of cricket results - though very one-sided cricket at that. Yet the so-called 'Gentlemen's 
XV' have played a spirited rugby that has left their opponents gasping at the fitness of so called 
Oxbridge scholars . Such times have passed. Seventh term Oxbridge has gone before and the fifths 
have been absorbed back into the senior rugby organisation . Lower 2 strikes again. This year Neil 
Bulstrode led a gallant team of players. Who can forget Coppen's neat mid·air demonstration of 
centrifugation, Marsh's stiff neck tackle or Martin's impressive , if devastating, impersonations of a 
Formula l car as he checked the straightness of the touch-line. Equally stunning, on occasion, was 
James's passing and the new forward roll flying tackle of Ben Figgis! Perhaps the XV lacked the 
panache of past teams at the impromptu, make-believe set pieces or the skill at kicking that we have 
seen before. Yet the game continues to be played for the fun of it, without hype and without tactics. 
The scores may have dropped to a more reasonable level but the fifths stilJ play that schoolboy brand 
of team rugby that is of a high quality and enjoyable to watch. The loss of the Oxbridge brigade has 
not lessened the record. I report yet another unbeaten season. 

My thanks to all who turned out both to play in and to support the team and to AG FF, G HJ F 
and IRE for their superb and efficient refereeing. 

J.S.F. 
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Colts A 

This team could be described as 'a talented running team , which could only learn the hard way' . 
Some of the team were not very eager to take advice on how to play the game , so that they had to 
face the harsh realities of opposition players who had bridged the gap between being a boy and young 
man, giving them hard battles. When one of your threequarters makes the comment 'What is the point 
of practising situations to set up a drop-kick when we are going to win by 30 points?' you know that 
you are in for a long season. 

Jn the past, the group had depended heavily on their centre, Alisdair Reay , to penetrate with 
forceful and well-balanced running and a pack hoping for parity in set and loose play. Reay was taken 
by the I st XV never to be seen even for one Colts practice, and the pack were made to realise that 
they had a role and identity of their own and that they were not there purely to provide ball for the 
backs to run. This pack soon realised that they could attack themselves as well as obtaining possession 
for the backs. This meant that the variety of attacking was more well-balanced. 

Dominic Abrams had the unenviable task of taking Reay's place and grew in confidence as a fluent 
centre after a shaky start that included crucial defensive weaknesses which he overcame. Derek Finch 
was his forceful running co-centre who was much happier when switched to the wing where he could 
pin his ears back and just run - this he does very well. Obviously a cen lre then had lo be found and 
Andrew Barrett came back from injury at the right time to try out this new position. He now realises 
that his all-round skills coupled with speed make him an impressive candidate for more senior rugby 
in this position. John Drake developed running skills as a right wing that resulted in 17 tries from 12 
games - so much for his theory that the ball never runs smoothly to the right! Rufus Edwards had 
always been a courageous full-back, but this season he showed his attacking ability as well and 
showed up as a penetrating runner. 

To release these exciting backs, and nurse the pack, the half-backs were crucial. Al scrum-half, 
Will Jodrell is following a fine line of school scrum-halves. He has the ability to turn scruffy ball into 
usable ball , and for swift and accurate service to his fly-half he is the best in the School at any level. 
Tom Ashworth thrived on this service and he was able to show his considerable skills. His judgement 
of which skills to demonstrate at a particular time will have to be his main learning in the future. If 
he does learn - then he will be an exciting prospect. 

Of course , all good teams need a good pack and once this pack decided that they were not going to 
be lackeys for the backs, just shovelling out ball for them to run, they became a formidable unit. 
For this to happen a solid core of grafters are necessary for the more attacking members of the pack 
to work-Off. This team were fortunate to have craftsmen who were prepared to knuckle down to the 
unglamorous parts of their trade. Tom Twyford was the ideal example. lacking in inches, he still 
competed as a front jumper and had his successes there, and you could be sure that his scrummaging 
could be depended upon as well as any other aspect of a lock's play that required hard work. 
Jonathan Moore and Matthew Cobden gave a good scrummaging base for all to work off because they 
were prepared to learn all that was required technically in front row play. Nigel Davis was not the 
most attacking open-side flanker that the Colts have fielded, but his ability to dive on any loose ball 
and secure it for his team-mates, and the amount of work that he put in challenging at the back of 
the lineout was appreciated by all. 

The work of these fo ur pack members meant that Marco Forgione was ab le to sneak away with the 
ball from the rolling mauls as well as steal the occasional ball against the head as a hooker. Rupert 
Bagnall was able to link up with handling movements with indecent haste as a lock forward as well as 
using his ball-playing skills in the middle of the lineout. Charlie Painter, a year young as a Colt, 
developed as an exciting attacking No. 8. His size, and his background as a fly-half and centre, has 
given him a tremendous flair for the No. 8 position. He learnt a lot. 

The skipper Richard Downey ended up as a blind-side flanker. He had the advantage of more 
rugby knowledge and used this to advantage controlling the timing of releasing the ball and not 
snatching or panicking with the ball on contact. His lineout presence was also impressive. From now 
on, he must remember that others are gaining in rugby knowledge all the time and this advantage of 
his greater experience will not be as marked. However, he used techniques of leadership to full 
advantage and the team responded to him. 
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The team eventually allowed the lessons to sink in and the last two matches were the most satisfy
ing for different reasons. Cheltenham could not live with a feast of running rugby. Handling and 
support were impressive and entertaining. The last match against Clifton needed discipline and 
patience in order to win on a heavy pitch against a big team. The team responded well and played 
sensible rugby eventually making the game safe with three well-taken tries by the wings. 

So the individuals expressed themselves and developed their individual skills and techniques 
throughout the season. They also matured in their appreciation of tactics required , and approach 
needed. Unfortunately, this took longer than it should have. The usual coaching team of MMW, 
ACM, BAM Hand M J H will look with interest at this group to see how they develop in senior teams. 

No doubt the boys are as grateful as l am that the above coaches spent so much time on them. 
Especially those boys who were able to be promoted to the A game because MJ H runs such an 
efficient 'Colts Lower' and boys on this game are noticed. Again MJH took on the duties as the 
Colts A resident referee; opposition teams were as pleased about this as we were. 

Not surprisingly, many of this team gained representative honours. 

Dorset, Dorset and Wilts and Southern Counties: R. D. Edwards, J . P. Drake, T. R. Ashworth, 
W. A. M. 0 . Jodrell, J .P. Moore , M. H. Cobden, R. J . Downey, plus A. L. Reay. 

South and South West: J .P. Moore. 

Sherbome Colts Team: R. D. Edwards, J.P. Drake, A. M. Barrett, D. J . R. Abrams, D. C. R. Finch, 
T. R. Ashworth , W. A. M. 0. Jodrell, J.P. Moore, M. F. Forgione, M. H. Cobden, T. H. Twyford , 
R. A. Bagnall, R. J. Downey (captain), N. J. Davis, C. E. F. Painter. 

Results: Pla yed 12, Won 9, Lost 3, Drawn 0. 

Bishop Wordsworth's 
Bryanston 
Can ford 
Christ's Brecon 
Blundell's 
King's Taunton 
Taunton 
Downside 
Mill field 
Radley 
Cheltenham 
Clifton 

w 36 - 3 
w 52 - 3 
w 16 - 0 
w 46 - 3 
w 44 - 6 
L 6 - 13 
w 29 - 3 
W IS - 12 
L 3 - 13 
L 4 - 6 
w 32 - 6 
w 12 - 0 

(Away) 
(Home) 
(Away) 
(Home) 
(Home) 
(Home) 
(Home) 
(Away) 
(Away) 
(Away) 
(llome) 
(Away) 

Scorers: Tries - Drake (1 7) , Finch (11), Barrell (6), Reid (5), Jodrell (5), Edwards (4). Abrams (3), 
Davis, Forgione, Painter (2 each), Ashwonh, Bagna ll , Cobden, Binks (I each). 

Conversions, penalties and drop goals - Abrams (8 conv., 2 pens.), Barrett (6 conv.). 
Ashworth ( 4 conv., 3 drop goals). 

A.M.D. 
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Colts B 

For the second year running the first match of the season was cancelled. This was doubly dis· 
appointing because it would have been the first ever game against Bishop Wordsworth's and it also 
meant that the boys now hlld to wait until October 5th for their first contest of the season, against 
Canford. This had the unfortunate effect of curtailing their enthusiasm and delayed further the time 
for making the best possible team selection. 

The match against Canford was a scrappy affair, like many llrst matches , and showed that coach· 
ing had to concentrate on improving both individual skills and teamwork. The game against Milton 
Abbey was dismal and frustrating, largely through indecision, errors at crucial moments and penalties. 
One of the latter cost us the match. The Millfield match was the turning point of the season, at least 
for the forwards: encouraging reports received after the Colts C game against the same school 
suggested that the Colts B front three would have difficulty holding their positions. Woolley and 
Lytle lost out to Pitman and Binks at loose head and hooker respectively and Stock moved from 
tight head to the second row, with his position being taken by Locke. This was the front row for lhe 
remainder of the season. This re-arrangement of the forwards was the main reason why the matches 
against King's College, Taun ton, Clayesmore School and Taunton School were won in convincing 
fashion. However , the scores in themselves were misleading because they suggested that the Colts B 
three quarters were also good and this was not strictly true. There had been disappointing tackling 
and on many occasions it was the back row that saved the day. Also, certain backs lacked pace. 

Following half-term the 'mid-term blues' had set in. Although the match against Downside ended 
in victory it was a disappointing one. It is always the same at Downside. It must be the damp weather 
conditions that contribute to a poor performance. The next game was against Millfield whose win 
this time was more decisive than their earlier victory. We gave them two opportunities, through weak 
tackling, and it was all over. The long journey to Radley saw another victory but only by a penalty. 
This was probably the poorest performance of the season with the backs especially lethargic. Perhaps 
a combination of distance, traffic jams, a late arrival, a damp Saturday and 'the blues'!! Suddenly, 
however, the end was in sight. The new fixture against Cheltenham had to be won. The old spirit 
returned and a very convincing victory followed helped by the enthusiasm of a new fly half. Only 
Clifton was left and that journey from the College to the playing fields. This was the most exciting 
game of the season and a good one to win. 

What about individuals? 
The Captain was Van den Born. He was most unfortunate not to be a regular of the Colts A but 

he made a tremendous contribution to the spirit of the Colts B through his total commitment and 
skills. His back row work was excellent and in this respect he was very well supported by Hodges and 
Church, both of whom improved very considerably as the term progressed. 

The front row of Locke, Binks and Pitman was very solid and their industry and enthusiasm were 
major factors contributing to the overall success of the forwards. It was gratifying to realise that they 
had progressed from the Tuesday B game via Colts C to Colts B. 

BagnaU 's partner at lock, up to and including the first Millfield game, was J . Grenfell. Unfortunately 
the latter had no real enthusiasm for Colts B rugby and his place was taken by Stock. Bagnall and 
Stock were very enthusiastic and effective locks. Indeed, Bagnall 's ability to drop kick a penalty goal 
from near to the touchline proved to be one of the most remarkable feats I have seen in Colts rugby. 
He was soon lost to the Colts A. Arnold, who came down, appeared to enjoy his rugby much more 
and he was certainly capable of filling Bagnall's position. His major contributions were in the lineout 
and his 'great turn of speed'. The latter was proven in the match against Cheltenham when he scored 
the best try of the season. 

The scrum-half position was held by Old . The early cry was 'go blind' and although it took time, 
he did realise the importance of this and suddenly the game opened up for him. By the end of the 
season he was turning into a capable and more mature player. 
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Burns was fly half throughout except for the last two matches. His per formances were satisfactory 
but for the future that extra authority will be necessary . For the Cheltenham game Maddams took 
over Burns' fly half role. He moved from outside centre where he had had a mixed season so far. His 
performance at fly half was positive and aggressive. If only he had been tried at this position earlier 
and Bums at outside centre! 

The inside centre berth was occupied by Alexander . He had an excellent boot and scored many 
points through conversions and penalties. If only he had that extra pace and a stronger tackle. 

The wingers were Key , Llewellyn, Brabner and Reid. Key played early in the season and then 
against Cheltenham. He was a strong runner when he went on the outside and could tackle when 
inclined to do so. Llewellyn had ability, both as a runner and kicker. Unfortunately he was unable to 
combine the necessary commitment of midweek practice with Saturday afternoons. Reid was with 
the Colts A for the first half of term. He promised much but steadfastly refused to commit himself 
to running on the outside and to tackling. He would jink inside and set up situations but what about 
those other opportunities? Finally, Brabner. He was a very able tackler and on occasions knocked 
down opponents almost twice his size and he would have a go for the try line when given the oppor
tunity. His transfer to centre for the Cheltenham game was also a success. 

The full back position was occupied by Kilmartin. He was a very reliable tackler, had a sure pair 
of hands and a fine boot. Unfortunately for him he had to play fly half in the Clifton game, as 
Maddams went to the Colts A, and although he did not like the position he coped admirably. 

Replacements included Wellby and Donne who played at full back and centre respectively, and 
both gave courageous performances when required. Down was always ready to take over at flanker 
but unfortunately the opportunity rarely arose. He did, however, manage one game as a winger! 

Many thanks to all the boys who made it an enjoyable season. Thanks to AM D for all his coaching 
and to ACM for his assistance. Thanks also to MJH who kept feeding through the necessary B game 
players and thanks also to the referees GHJF , AGFF and DSS. All their efforts were greatly 
appreciated. 

171e following played: J . Alexander, J . Arnold, R. Bagnall , J . Binks, B. Brabner, A. Burns. S. Church. 
S. Donne, J . Down, J . Grenfell, P. Hodges, A. Key, S. Kilmartin. A. Llewellyn, C. Locke. J. Lytle. 
N. Maddams, J . Old, R. Pitman , J. Reid, E. Stock, A. Van den Born, A. Wellby, T. Woolley. 

Results: Played 11. Won 8, Lost 3, Drawn 0. 

Canford School 
Milton Abbey A XV 
MiUfield School 
King's College, Taunton 
Clayesmore School A XV 
Taunton School 
Downside School 
Millfield School 
Radley College 
Cheltenham College 
Clifton College 

46 

w 0 14 
L 0 - 3 
L 12 - 10 
w 27 - 0 
w 47 - 6 
w 22 - 0 
w 0 - 14 
L 0 - 10 
w 0 - 3 
w 17 0 
w 7 - 10 

B.A.M.H. 



Junior Colts 
A Team 

Thls was a term where incident followed incident with such rapidity that I soon learnt not to be 
amazed whatever happened. The season started well when the side put on an impressive display at 
home to Bishop Wordsworth's. Indeed, even after the first few matches it seemed as if the team was 
coping admirably without Painter who had been promoted to the Colts. At Canford we dominated 
the game but gave away two easy tries in the last ten minutes so the scoreline did not reflect the 
team 's performance. At Bryanston, too, what looked like a narrow victory covered up the fact that 
we played most of the second half with one man short and the last ten minutes with two short. 

Carey, who was by far the best goal kicker in the school, badly ripped the tendon below his 
knee.cap and needed an operation to pin it back on. Consequently we lost a very solid full back and 
a kicker who later on in the season could well have turned at least three matches from defeat to 
victory. This was no more evident than in the match against Blundell's where four kickable penalties 
were missed in the last ten minutes. Yet worse was to come. Heard, Rowe and Knechtli too were 
seriously injured - and they were not easy to replace. Williams, Leeke, Kitchen, Ila yes, Pratt, Mitchell, 
Black , Smithson and Lambert all took their turn off games and indeed these were only the 'A' team 
players. 

Carrying such problems the team limped through the second half of term with some courageous 
performances - notably at Cheltenham - but ultimately with so many injuries the defeats were in
evitab le. As the season progressed it became very apparent that a strong front five and an impressive 
attacking set of backs frequently dominated the first half of the game and, as at Radley and Down
side, established a comfortable lead. However, it was equally obvious that a dearth of ball winning back 
row players usually meant that possession quickly dried up as the front five tired and we frequently 
ended up failing to defend that comfortable lead. It would be unfair not to mention the impressive 
improvement in the performances of C. Allen and R. Smithson who both contributed greatly to the 
victory against Clifton to finish the season on a high note . Indeed the referee at Cheltenham considered 
Smithson the best player on the field (while he lasted) despite the heavy defeat. 

Perhaps the season is best summed up by my ability to post a team of 'Sherborne Sickmen' at the 
end of the season where no.one was out of position. What is more amazing is that they would also 
have performed just as successfully as the side chosen to play Clifton had they all been fit. 

I can only end by wishing the side an injury free season next year when I'm sure they will improve 
on this season's record. 

BTeam 

The real success of the year can be seen in the record of the 'B' team, for, despite all the problems 
that the 'A' team encountered, the 'B' team remained unbeaten agafost 'B' team opposition and took 
a few 'A' team scalps as well. This was an incredible achievement for on one day in October I can 
remember finding 19 of the top 45 players were off games, yet somehow they still managed to win. 
In fact when the 8th choice lock was asked to play for the 'B' team he looked at me in disbelief - yet 
play he did and what's more he did not look out of place . Much of the success here is due to the 
tireless efforts of Paul Carling and Graham Kene who, despite the problems I posed them, never failed 
to motivate their players. Adderley and White in particular should be mentioned for their excellent 
leadership as well as a noticeable improvement in their own games. 

It would be impossible to let this season pass without mentioning that famous day at Canford 
when Sherborne, struggling to gain the mastery over Canford 'B's, were faced with the prospect of 
having the match abandoned as the Canford referee had to leave the field injured . Yet, as always, in 
every crisis a hero is born and Paul Carling bravely stepped on to the field wearing his sui t, black 
leather shoes and a whistle and in no time at all Sher borne had a comfortable lead . However, it was 
his reward afterwards that made it such a memorable day! 

Results: A Team 
B Team 
C Team 

Played 12, Won 7, Lost 5, Drawn 0 . 
Played 12, Won 7, Lost 2, Drawn 3. 
Played 3, Won 0, Lost 2, Drawn l. 
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Under 14 A 

At the first practice in September, the Ul4 coaches stared at each other in disbelief and wondered 
what had happened to the year's expected consignment of props and second row forwards. For
tunately, for our nerves, it was not Jong before the talents, as back row players, of Tregarthen and 
Hammick , later to be joined by Rye at No. 8, came to our notice and we began to realise what kind 
of team we would have to aim for. The strength of the back row would be crucial. We were going to 
have to depend upon speed around the field, good support play and effective rucking, and pray that 
we could survive the set pieces. Whether it is a measure of our ingenuity or desperation, we were soon 
fielding a team that contained five boys who began the season claiming to be scrum-halves, and three 
of them played as forwards. 

Since Ul4 teams can so easily collapse if they do not dominate set piece play, we seemed to have 
reason for our initial concern. There were moments during the early practices when I wondered if we 
would win a single Line-out in the course of the season. I need not have worried. Simon Davis quickly 
developed into the best jumper at 2 on our circuit as well as being an immensely effective, tirelessly 
committed player in every other department of the game. In addition when Lytle's throwing-in was 
at its best, as it was in the Plymouth and Cheltenham games, the back row, Tregarthen especially, 
won good ball at the tail of the line-out. Tregarthen who was outstanding throughout the season 
gave the pack the cutting edge it needed to dominate in loose play, ably supported by Hammick and 
Davis. 

The forwards' lack of weight meant that this was never a powerful scrummaging team but the 
front five of Davis , Lytle, Caesar, Robinson and Stevens developed well enough to hold their own. 
They scored several push-over tries and scrummaged especially well against strong sides such as 
Radley and Cheltenham. It was pleasing that against Cheltenham, whose pack was much larger and 
stronger physically, they were able to exercise enough control to work a back row move from a five 
metre scrum and score. 

The backs had talent but were slower to develop as an effective unit and it was not until the 
second half of term that they were seen to best advantage. Macbeth, perhaps the most enthusiastic 
captain we have seen in recent years, served well at scrum-half and his strength and determination 
brought him a number of tries from his sniping runs. In Ford we had a shrewd fly-half whose com
posure and maturity had much to do with the team's success in the latter part of the season. We were 
lucky to have the complementary talents of Tall and Carter in the centre. Tail's handling skills and 
timing were a great asset and we could not have done without Carter's strength, powerful running and 
awesome tackling. We were fortunate also to be able to call upon the pace of Moorhouse, the foot· 
balling skills of Mapp, Allen's sensible play and the kicking and dependable tackling of Peter Davis. 
When their various talents blended, as was the case in their best performances, this team was a joy to 
watch. 

Jn defence this was the best Ul4 team I've seen. They conceded fewer than half the points of 
any other Sherborne team at this level in recent years, which is a sure reflection upon their commit
ment and determination. They began the season with what their coaches feared might be grave dis
advantages but they succeeded because they were prepared to learn, to work at their game and to 
play as a team. The result was one of the best and most enjoyable U 14 seasons of recent years. 

Team: W. Allen , B. Caesar, J . Carter, P. Davis, S. Davis , M. Ford , M. Hammick, M. Lytle, M. Macbeth 
(captain), C. Mapp, E. Moorhouse, R. Robinson , N. Rye , S. Stevens, A. Tall, R. Tregarthen (P.L.). 

Also Played: C. Sowerbutts, S. White, R. Brooks, D. Brooks , E. Bowater, A. Crowe. 

Results: Played 11, Won 8, Lost 2, Drawn I, Points for 172, Points against 53. 

R.D.R.M. 
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Under 14 B 

Walking across Carey's for the last match of the season we realised that we were again to be well 
supported. Such active and knowledgeable involvement by many parents is as much appreciated by 
ourselves as it is by the players, and we would like to record our thanks to all who watched the 
product of our labours. Once on the touch-line it was good to see the well-turned out squad going 
through their 'rigorous' warm-up routine. 

Thoughts turned to a review of the team rather than the term as this strong B team had so many 
characters within it and had indulged in too many exciting moments for the available space. 
Full back - this position is traditionally the place for the hardest tackler. We broke with tractition 
and employed two very useful footballers - Crow and Paterson at differing times of the season -
whose kicking and positioning were extremely valuable to the side. 
Wings - Hopkins , the ex-prop, was always dangerous with the ball and scored many fine tries with his 
aggressive running. The other side of the pitch saw several players through the season: Chard, Wise 
and Horne who gave their all in both attacking and defensive situations despite trying to take the 
ball behind them. 
Centres - numerous combinations were tried with the Preston - Levy partnership offering the most 
options in attack and being fairly solid in defence. 
Half Backs - R. C. Brooks made the Oy-half position his own with the exception of occasional forays 
into the A team. When Tall left for higher things, the scrum half position was filled by the terrier-like 
Sturges who did not know the meaning of fear: pain yes, fear no. 
Front row - D. Brooks, Caesar and White were aU outstanding B team props and all assisted the A 
team for various lengths of time. Rickett's quick feet and slow right arm ensured much good baJJ 
from the set pieces. 
Locks - The Stevens - Bowater firm were the ever-cheerful powerhouse of the pack and scored a 
vast number of points for the team. 
Back row - the adoption of the policy of speed and determination paid dividends when Collier 
teamed up with Turner. Their hunger for ball and points was insatiable although their knowledge of 
the off1side laws was not complete. Sargent and Richardson both steadied the forwards from the 
No. 8 spot and when they learn to communicate with the scrum half their attacking play will 
increase. 

Overall a very pleasant team who played some excellent rugby, both up front and in the back. 
Well done all and keep growing! 

A.G.F.F.& N.W.L. 



'And it's fitted up inside as a cocktail bar.' 

IN HOUSE 

School House 

The house welcomed a rather undersize, if lively third form and two new lower 6th, Richard 
Letcher and Sebastian von Nagel, under the firm leadership of Judge Lockwood. This new influx 
provided a much needed aphrodisiac which would uncork gallons of house spirit. 

This fervour spread to more cultural levels with a high of eight members of the house in the choir. 
Their throbbing voices supported the mellifluous voice of Jonathan Sturtridge who excelled in his 
solo in the Carol Service. Andy Morton lived up to his notorious reputa lion by falling head over heels 
in love with the shapely Paddy Irwin in the play 'Black Comedy'. 

Oh! How could we forget? The Michaelmas term is the rugger term. This fact is drilled into us 
from all angles by large house notices displaying I st XV propaganda. School House was well repre
sented at times by Colin Lee , Andy Morton and Andy Davis in the 1st XV; along with Mark Hjaltun, 
Chuck Groom, Phil Chambers and Jake Lockyer forming the mainstay of the 2nd XV. Lower down 
the orders, John Arnold led the Colts' pack. 

On the House front, the Junior leagues team surpassed itself throughout the season by winning 
every match. Would it not be appreciated if there were some cup to commemorate this achievement 
and other future competitions at league level? The limelight is all too often stolen by those school 
games' members returning for the end of term knockout competition. Despite numbers of these in 
the School House team, we suffered a valiant defeat at the hands of Abbey House in the semi-final. 

Finally, goodbye to the last heroic generation of seventh term candidates and we wish all the best 
to Nick, Johnny and Andy and also to Huyshe who is now working on his father's farm. With the 
arrival of a stupendous house tutor in the form of Mr. Meek, what more is there to look forward to? 
... Perhaps Colin Morgan as head of house ... 
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Abbey House 

Once again it has fallen to my lot to write the Michaelmas term House report, and so, as appears to 
be the vogue, I will give bounteous credit where credit is due, and be generous to (or more usually 
forget) the less auspicious achievements of last winter. One such event , (let's get it over with), was 
the loss of the Senior Leagues team's first match for four years (great waitings and gnashings of 
gumshields; woe was us). However, the senior team, captained by Tom Bradby, was successful to the 
last, the last being the final, which was lost after a great fight (not quite literally) with The Green 
(as usual). The Under 15 team, while not winning their final against a very strong Westcott team, did 
the next best thing and came second, losing in extra time after an exciting game . Robert Parry-Jones 
and the Moore brothers, Philip and Jonathan , played rugby for the county and region, and indeed 
Jonathan is about to go for the first England trial. 

Meanwhile, back at the desks, (or should I say 'on the academic front' or 'turning to matters 
intellectual ') great things were afoot , as by Christmas the Oxbridge results showed. Of the fourth
termers, all but one got places, respectively at Cambridge, Oxford and Oxford: these being Oliver 
Kelly, Andrew Ward and, ahem, myself. As my brass sounds brieny, let me mention the house quiz 
team, which retained the House Challenge Trophy, beating Abbeylands in a fast and furious final. 
Those responsible, apart from myself, were Richard Youngman, Philip Thomson, James de Vivenot 
and Nicholas Thomson. 

The seventh form were by no means idle: Pe ter Woodburn got into Cambridge, and Jeremy Kelly, 
(while not managing to qualify for putting 'Place at Cambridge - Declined ' on his c.v .) won a coveted 
Morehead Scholarship to the University of North Carolina. 

Well , time and space compel me to draw to a close . I hope T have indeed given all due credit: I 
certainly have been generous and forgetfu l. 

J. Cowling 

The Greeu 

Dumped on the doorstep of something called 'The Green', I had officially joined the Lower 
Sixth at the beginning of the Michaelmas term. My earliest recollection is of the present Third Form , 
who arrived a day early with me. Being slightly taller than most of this influx, I looked, or at least 
felt , slightly out of place, but desperately tried to remain aloof and superior. One of my comrades, 
Rawley Clay, asked if I was in his form . lndignantly, I emphatically replied that I was not, so toppling 
my ivory tower. His following sigh of relief was due to his 'not looking forward to playing rugger' 
against me. 

For medical reasons, Miss Taylor, the former matron, about whom I have heard only good things, 
had to give up 'her boys' after five years, which deeply shocked the House. In gratitude she was 
presented with a video-recorder by the generations which she had looked after. 

To several, God only created Saturdays for rugby matches, when a great proportion of the inhabit
!lnts leave the physical and mental confines of their temple. Indeed , The Green seems to have more 
than its fair share of Sherborne's most sacred sport, with five players in the 1st XV - Adel Kardooni 
being captain and going on to lead the South and South West against Australia. By the end of term 
the 'rugger boys.' had captured both the U16 and Senior house cups, the latter in a blood curdling 
final, obliterating the favourites, Abbey, much to Mr. Knott's chagrin. 

Jn December we found out that The Green would be having a Head of School again, in the 
dignified shape of Nick Allen , once known as 'squadder' to his friends . Extending still further the 
House's seemingly limitless boundaries, Douglas Long got his deserved place in Oxford and the first 
House Concert crescendoed in a display of talent. However, if these reams of achievements imply that 
The Green is over enthusiastic in anything sporting or academic, I have deceived you. Phrases such as 
'what day is it?' and 'who ate my socks?' are perhaps more commonplace than any Pythagorean 
formulae, and this is accepted by tutors and teachers alike. 

Coming from a day school, the so-called 'House spirit' is a new and peculiar phenomenon to me 
(and not some widely available homebrew). Many people outside see it as being presently threatened 
from within, but to me it was evident in the bizarre fads and crazes which struck, varying from 
'aquazap' battles to smoking fines. The more these cheeful faces of The Green reveal themselves to 
one, the more one can only be swept along in the continual flood of excitement. 

M. Vass 
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Harper House 

There are some who would argue that the highlight of Harper's term was the Christmas House 
Entertainment and, in particular, the Tutors' performance of the 'Time Warp' dance, Dr. Henry in 
the van. The more discerning would look towards the House's production of The Lanchester 
Tradition , indeed , the first ever production of this comedy adapted by RSC from the book of the 
same name. The play's subtle humour was appreciated by all who witnessed it, and warmest thanks 
- and admiration - go to RSC for his patient production of his play , as well as to the entire House, 
every one of whom had a role to play of some sort, on or back-stage. 

Our new Matron , Mrs. Pengelly, was much involved with the play's costumes, as she has been 
ever since in trying to keep the House healthy, clean and tidy. We welcome her and hope she will be 
here to look after Harper for years to come. 

Academically it was certainly a good term for the House. Our three Oxbridge candidates, 
(P. Webster to Cambridge and S. Martin and J. Pearce to Oxford), each gained their place for a 
hundred percent record; a challenge to those of us attempting the same thing next year. 

Despite a sprinkling of players in all the School XV's the House's sporting achievements were less 
spectacular. No House XV appeared in the finals of the House matches though the juniors might have, 
had they not lost nine school team players through injury! The House Senior Leagues made up for 
it all by winning their competition - as well as providing the lion's share of the 5th XV. The sailing 
team, meanwhile, performed to its usual high standard and the dust on the trophy remains undisturbed. 

Wallace House 

There is never any consensus about what should go in a House Report, but at least a simple record 
of the main events affecting the House should be safe and give no offence. Thus, there were a number 
of academic successes: Jonathan Howells (Classics) and Nicholas Farr (German and History) won 
places at Oxford, and Robert Wilson (History for Architecture) and Mark Bradshaw (History) at 
Cambridge. Robert Cummins, against even greater competition, won a Royal Marine Scholarship and 
Neil Bulstrode an R.A.F. Flying Scholarship. Perhaps even more remarkable in its way, Ben Figgis 
obtained a 'B' in his fourth encounter with the 'O' level Mathematics examiners (and in absentia 
Rupert Pearman likewise in French at the sixth encounter). 

In the rugger, Lyon were beaten, but for the rest the House had to be content with moral victories 
only. In the First Year Basketball, however, the remarkable skill of Andrew Crowe and Colin Levy , 
ably supported by Ben Atwell, Henry Pope and Mark Youings, won back that particular cup which 
has now joined the others on the overcrowded cup shelf. Around the House , the computer has been 
much upgraded but the floppy disc is still held up by the malaise in British industry. The new galley 
has been a distinct success. The theatre outing to Don Giovanni in Bristol was excellent, and yet more 
so was the meal served by Mark Bradshaw and his fellow chefs at a meeting of la Societe 
Jean-Anthe/me Bril/at-Savarin at that excellent dining place Chez Bradshaw clans la Rue d'Acreman. 

There was a fun junior house music party, and the final accolade must go to the four musicians 
who won distinctions in their Grade Examinations, Bruno Newman, Bruce Grant, Simon Letcher and 
Ian Gee. It was a term full of achievement. 
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Abbeylands 

Under Ed Bridges, who despite diligent efforts failed to fracture his skull this term, the House 
suffered an unusual amount of criticism, but nevertheless it distinguished itself in no uncertain terms. 

The House play, although rather unorthodox in its method of getting laughs, was performed for 
the most part with a certain degree of skill and, I am told, actually enjoyed by certain members of 
the audience; and I am sure I am speaking for the whole cast and support if I say that it was a most 
enjoyable experience for us. Al Houldsworth was an authoritative sheriff (a taste of a future role?), 
Ru Heath's portrayal of the sensitive anarchist was suitably distraught, and the girls made a worthy 
contribution, to mention but a few of the stars. Many thanks, Mr. Carling. 

Despite this distraction, Johnny Everard acquired a place at Cambridge, as did Al Jackson, Ed 
Field one at Oxford, and Rufus Edwards was reserve for the Under 16 England rugby trials. 

We also welcomed Mr. Haigh's lithe wit, Mr. Hopkins' north country charm and a somewhat meek 
historian! (sorry). 

Lyon House 

Last term, like many previous Michaelmas terms, was fairly quiet as people settled into new years. 
However, there were some notable exceptions. Lyon produced a Head of School (a rare event, caused, 
I have no doubt, by our geographical situation) in the form of Cameron Adderley, who also had the 
privilege of being in the I st XV (another rare event, as we tend to specialise in fringe sports such as 
sailing, orienteering, running, squash and fives, to name just a few). Steve Nicholson excelled even 
his high standards by coming 14th in an international cross-country event in France, representing 
Dorset and being Head of House at the same time. 

The social highlight of the term was the very successful house concert, held this year in the newly 
(and tastefully) decorated 'sweat-house', which is now connected to the main building. No more 
will we have to survive the rigours of the weather while walking between the two. 

The other more prolonged social events of the term were the rehearsals for the successful Lower 
Sixth play, 'Uproar in the House', held in the sweat-house - but here I am biase(! as I was performing 
- the idea for which originated from Lyon , with many of the Lyon Lower Sixth involved. 

On the academic side, five of the house took Fourth Term Oxbridge , with Steve Nicholson gaining 
a place at Jesus College, Cambridge to read Natural Sciences. 

Finally, the house welcomed Mrs. Bayliss as the new house Matron (a position in which she has 
already made herself indispensable) and said farewell to Jack Hawkins, a man whose job as loo cleaner 
and waggon emptier should never be taken for granted. I am sure a great deal more could be mentioned 
in this quick resume' of the events and achievements of the term, but some of them would not be 
allowed to grace these pages. 

J. P. I. Tyson 
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Westcott House 

Westcott's term was dominated by domestic changes. 
First of all we would like to thank Miss Binnie very much for helping out in a difficult situation 

when we said goodbye to Mrs. Saville at half-term last term. She will be leaving at the end of the 
term, and we look forward to welcoming Miss Dawn Dawson next term. 

On the sporting front we fielded three of our number in the I st XV rugby side, and our Under 
15 's side, captained by Torn Kea tinge, won their inter-house competition. 

Academically also we prospered, gaining two entrances out of four applications to Cambridge. 
Artistically, our resident artist Piers Zog has been putting the Art Room to good use to produce 

an excelJent portfolio. 
Nick Boulton acted with professional skill to Tristan Powell's accompaniment in the Powell Hall 

Revue. 

The Digby 

This is not as easy as you might think; even the longest term of the year (and, believe me, this 
term lasted years) seems empty of events for me to write about But a little thought may uncover 
something. So let me see. 

As always, academic matters must come first in The Digby and there was Nick Braden 's scholar
ship announced at the beginning of the term in recognition of his 0-level result. Later on, James 
Harris and Alistair Robertson won a few English prizes between them, proving that drivel can get you 
anywhere. The Oxbridge candidates gave their all for the cause, but only Hugh Baker managed to 
save the housemaster from the embarrassment of having to explain away a barren year on the university 
honours board: he gained entry to Pembroke College, Cambridge, and it was a pity he was not able 
to stay with us long enough to receive our congratulations. 

I took a risk in subordinating rugby to academic achievement in this magazine, and even from 
down here in the land where the ostrich reigns a few people disappeared every now and then to the 
games pitches to do things with the strange-shaped ball. Crawford Henderson elevated himself to 
heroic status by constantly scoring lots of very wonderful tries for the 1st XV, and towards the end 
of term he was seen wearing a rather tasteless blazer as a token of his achievements. Also , for some 
reason our Under 16 rugby team actually reached the finals of their competition. The other side won, 
but it was a close game. Mr. Davis was reported to have finally worked out how to use his radio
telephone, and so presumably had been on the line to God throughout the competition. Rumours 
that he is to convert the House dining hall into a gymnasium are, however, totally unfounded. 

And so we come to culture. The house concert happened as usual, but not without a touching love 
song from Mr. Danes. Matron was spotted singing along in the audience, which rather left me wondering 
... perhaps there is something we should all know?! The housemaster was kind enough to expose 
the sixth form to the wonders of Rigoletto. The complete sensory experience included extended 
introductory sessions, and the trip to Bristol to see the real thing was one to remember. 

Patrick Knapman was noticed frequently to be occupying both study 1 and t11e housemaster's 
armchairs, so we presume he was our Head of House. He did well with admirable tact and lightness of 
touch characterising his every move. House prefects multiplied as the term progressed, and by its 
end there was a prefect wherever I turned. Security is the best policy, I suppose. 

The bottle of Vintage Wilkinson slowly empties itself, the geese still wake us up too early. the 
uncomfortable beds still keep us awake too late , and the miniature studies still endanger our sanity, 
but we love it all. 
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